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THE EXTENSION PROBLEM IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS II; 
EMBEDDINGS WITH POSITIVE NORMAL BUNDLE. 

By PHILLIP A. GRIFFITHS. 

The extension problem we have in mind is simply to extend certain 
"analytic objects" from a compact analytic submanifold X of a complex 
manifold W to a neighborhood of X in 'W. The analytic objects are to be 
such things as holomorphic vector bundles, cohomology classes, or holomorphic 
mappings. This problem arises naturally when one considers the following 
question: How much about W can we determine knowing X and the normal 
bundle of X in W? In [7] we have discussed the case of a trivial normal 
bundle; here we shall mainly be concerned with the situation when the normal 
bundle is positive. The main results of this paper are stated in ? II. 

:Now the extension problem falls naturally into two pieces. On is the 
formal problem which is easy to treat using sheaf theory. The point is that 
the obstructions to extending analytic objects are cohomology classes with 
coefficients in a coherent analytic sheaf which involves the symmetric powers 
of the dual normal bundle ( 1). The other part of the extension problem 
is the question of existence. Here our approach has been to use geometric 
arguments (based on projective embeddings and the theory of continuous 
systems) to reduce the existence question to linear problems (?III). By 
use of monoidal transformations (?IV) we are able to reduce the linear 
problems to proving a "vanishing theorem," an open manifolds, for coho- 
mology with coefficients in the sheaf of germs of holomorphic cross sections 
of an analytic vector bundle. Our technique for this is to use the theory 
of harmonic integrals developed by Joe Kohn [15] together with a systematic 
treatment of iermitian differential geometry (??VI and VII). In ?VIII 
we complete the proof of our vanishing theorem. 

The central part of the present paper is, we feel, the various differential- 
geometric calculations which give a precise analytic reflection of the geometric 
assumptions in the problem. As one example, in the appendix to ? IV we 
use curvature arguments to characterize positive vector bundles as those for 
which a suitable set of integrals over subvarieties are positive. Again, in ? V, 
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we use curvature calculations to prove the following result: If X C W is a 
non-singular hypersurface in a closed algebraic variety TW, if X C W looks 
as though it should be the monoidal transformi of some X' C W', and if the 
(hypothetical) normal bundle of X' C W' is positive, then X' and W' exist 
and X C W is the monoidal transformation along X' in W'. Finally, curva- 
ture arguments lead to two integral formulae (Q? VII. 3 and VII. 5) which, 
among other things, yield the required vanishing theorems. 

To close the introduction, we should like to remark on the question 
which was the original motivation for the present study. This is the rigidity 
problem, of Nirenberg and Spencer [17], which goes as follows: Given a 
germ of embedding X C W (dim X ? 2) with positive normal bundle, is W 
determined by a finite neighborhood of X? Hironaka has answered this 
question affimatively for hypersurfaces, and we give also an affirmative answer 
in general, provided that the normal bundle of X in W is sufficiently positive 
(geometrically, the complete continuous system generated by X must be large). 

Concerning notation, X, W, Y, * * * are non-singular complex manifolds 
and :)-w,, y, * are the structure sheaves. (As usual, we write ?Z for 
?Zx if no confusion is possible.) A holomorphic vector bundle over X will 
be denoted by E -* X; 2 (E) is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections 
of E. We let T (X) be the holomorphic tangent bundle of X and AP,q (E) 
the sheaf of germs of Coo sections of E'@ A PT(X)* 0 A qT(X)* (here E* 
is the dual bundle to E). Also we set Aq(E)- A0,q(E). The other notations 
are the standard ones from [9]. 
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I. The Extension Problem for Analytic Objects. 

1. Germs of embeddings and the system of jet neighborhoods of a 
Submanifold. Let X be a compact, complex manifold and consider an 
embedding .p: X -->W of X in a complex manifold W. We shall consider 
another such embedding 4': X -->W' as equivalent to c: X -* W if there 
exist open neighborhoods U of +)(X) in W and U' of +'(X) in W' and a 
bi-holomorphic mapping f: U -* U' such that 

x IT 
Uf 

U' 

commutes. Thus we are considering germs of embeddings, and we shall usually 
suppress the mapping p and write X C W as a representative of the germ 
of embedding defined by 0: X -->W. If we let ZTw be the structure sheaf 
of TV and set ,Z* = w X X, then the pair (X, ?*) forms a generalized 
complex space XZ. Clearly XZ depends only on, and in fact determines, the 
germ of embedding defined by X C W. 

Let 3 C Lw be the ideal sheaf of X. Then ?wv/Z =- ? is a sheaf sup- 
ported on X and is, in fact, the structure sheaf of X. For each s ? 0, we 
let C3(A) - ?w/IZA+. The pair (X, iA)) Z XI forms again a generalized 
complex space which may be thought of as the neighborhood of order It, or 
pA-neighborhood, of X C W. By the stable neighborhood of X C W, we mean 
the ,u-neighborhood for large y. 

There are obvious inclusions X,--> XI,+, (v > 0) which lead to maps 
L -(A+v) Z{(A). The inverse limit sheaf i lim ?)(A) then exists, and the 
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pair (X,?Z) forms again a complex space called the formal neighborhood 
determined by X C W. 

2. Extension problem for analytic objects. Given X C W, we have 
in mind extending certain "analytic objects" from X to W. By an analytic 
object, we mean something along the following lines: (i) an analytic vector 
bundle E-*X, (ii) an element a C Hq(X, a(F)) where F->X is the restric- 
tion of a holomorphic vector bundle F# > W; or (iii) a holomorphic mapping 
f: X-> Z for some complex manifold Z. To extend an analytic object a on X 
means to find ac* on X* such that a* f X= Ca; to formally extend a means 
that there exists ^ on Xi with a j X - a. Finally, the stable extension problem 
is the following: Given a on X, can we find a p, =u (a) such that, for 
any germ of embedding X C W' for which X-_ X, and where there exists 
a on X,' with a'A I X = a (,u ? io), there exists a'* on X' with ode i X = a? 
Similarly, we may speak of the formal stable extension problem. Through- 
out, the adjective " stable" should be thought of as meaning " finitely many 
obstructions." 

Now whenever the extension problem is defined, we may speak of the 
uniqueness problem (if a* and #* are extensions of a, then does a p=,8?) 
and the formal uniqueness problem. More generally, we may speak of the 
stable uniqueness problem (if a* = XA i XA, then does oc = A3* provided 
that x ? o?) and the formal stable uniqueness problem. 

After this list of definitions, it is perhaps well to state the general 
problem which has served as a guideline: Given an algebraic variety W and 
a subvariety X C W, how much can we say about W on the basis of the 
information given by XA for finite [t? 

3. The obstructions to the formal extension problem. Given X C W, 
there is a sequence of inclusions X C A1 C - * C XA C XA+1 C . * *. Given 
then an analytic object a on A, we may try to extend it step by step; if this 
can be done, then we have solved the formal extension problem for a. If we 
have found an extension a,-1 of a: to XA-1, then there will be a cohomology 
class o(a-,) which will be the ,u-th obstruction to extending a. If all W (a,1) 
= 0, then we may formally extend a. 

Before stating explicitly where o (aA1) belongs, we introduce the fol- 
lowing notations: N->AX is the normal bundle of X C W, N* is the dual 
bundle, and N*A is the /-th symmetric product of N*. For any holomorphic 
vector bundle F -?A, F(,A) =- F N*. Finally, T= T(W) I XA,T(W) being 
the tangent bundle of W. We have the usual exact bundle sequence 
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PROPOSITION 1. 1. If a is a holomorphic vector bundle E -Z X, then 
E(Ul H2 (X,Q (Hom (E, E) (K) )) . 

PROPOSITION 1.2. If a is an element in Hq(X,Q2(F)), then oQx-) 

C Hq+ (X,(F(I) ) ). 

PROPOSITION 1. 3. If a is a holomorphic mapping fi: X -- Z, then 
to(-E) CHI(X, T#&())) where T# =f-1(T(Z)). 

Proof of Proposition 1. 2. Over X we have 

(1.2) 0 >(N*lj) --> A)00 1)0 

which immediately gives 

(1.3) 0 ? Q ((F#)) -- Z Ot-') (F#) 0 O 

where C3() (F#) =-(A) ZO * (F#) are the sections up to order ,u of F# 
along X. The cohomology sequence of (1. 3) gives 

a 

clearly, f-,1 C Hq (3(frl) (F#)) and the obstruction to extending a-, is 
8 (aa-1) C Hq+I (D2 (F (/) ) ). 

Proof of Proposition 1. 3. We first claim that it will suffice to assume 
that fi: X - Z is an embedding. Indeed, replace Z by Z'- W X Z and f by 
f' where f'(x) (x, f (x) ). If we can find an extension ' of if, then 
F'(w) = (g(v),F(w)) and F will be an extension of f. Furthermore, 
f'- (T (Z')) ) T 0 T# and so, if Proposition 1. 3 holds for embeddings, then 
the obstructions to extending F' will lie in H1 (D2 (T (,))) 0 HII (Q (T# (n) ) ). 
Finally, if we require that the first factor g of ' should be the identity, 
g(w) = w, then the obstructions to finding F will clearly lie in HI(2 (T# () )). 
Thus we may suppose that f is an embedding and we may even require that 
the extension F of f should be an embedding of W. 

Suppose then that we have fl,-,: XI,-, Z and assume, for simplicity,* 
that p. > 2. We first choose a coordinate covering {U4C} of W by polycylinders 
with coordinates (zag, w) = (zl,.- *, zan; Wa, . , War) in Ua such that 
Uc. n Xl= {wa = 0). Then fl,-,- I Ua =- fc gives an embedding of Ua into Z, 
and so we may cover Z by polycylinders Va with coordinates (za, Wc,,w ec) in 
VO such that fa(za wa) = (za,W,nw O). Now 

* The case A = 1 is given in 1. 5, section (C) below. 
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(fao f'-) (zr, Wfi) (= (zce (z, W), w (zfi, w),a a(Z, wi)) 

is a power series of the form 

Y O (zfi) w,1 w,8 + [JU + 1] 

where the A,,...,/ (zo) are vector valued functions and [Z + 1] vanishes to 
order p + 1 in w0. Then A- {Aa, 1h 

} gives a 1-cochain with values in 

0 (T (Z) I f (Xf) ) 0 Zfi/Z/f+1 -- 0(T# it) )- 

It is, of course, straightforward to check that 8A 0; that A - '8 
if, by a different coordinatization, we arrive at another 1-cochain A'; and 
that, if A= 8b, then we may lift fl_1 to fl: X,, -> Z. Clearly then 
w (f,a_) =- AXEH 1(Q(T (/) ) ). 

We shall omit the proof of Proposition 1.1. 

4. The obstructions to uniqueness. From ? 1. 3 above, it is fairly 
clear that the obstructions to uniqueness are cohomology classes in dimension 
one less than the obstructions to extension. However, uniqueness must be 
interpreted in an individual manner for each type of analytic object. For 
cohomology classes, the meaning of uniqueness of extension is obvious; for 
a holomorphic mapping f: XZ->Z, uniqueness means that the power series 
expansion of an extension F: W-->Z is uniquely determined. For bundles, 
to say that two extensions E# -> W and E#'--> W of E -> W are the same 
means that there is a bundle equivalence 

G: E# -*E#' 

W ->W. 

PROPOSITION 1. 4. Referrilzg to Propositions 1. 1-1. 3, the obstructions to 
uniqueness for the extension problem are classes in H1 (Q (Hom (E, E) (p))), 
Hq(S2 (F(pt))), and HO(f (T#(,u))) respectively. 

5. Same special cases. 

(a) Line bundles. We use the notation f2(,u) -O(N*iL). The A-th 
obstruction to extending a line bundle E -Z> X is an element in H2 (A, k2 
In order to check this directly, we let Zx, Zw be the structure sheaves of 
X, W and {x*, ,w- the corresponding sheaves of units. Denote by :8 C w* 
the germs of the form exp (2-rV/-1 f) where fE C . Then, considering X C W 
as a germ of embedding, exp: t is an isomorphism, and we get a com- 
mutative diagram 
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0 0 

O-)K >Se * 

O->Z-->Zw I X->Z)w* I XZ-O 

0Z-> Zx X*Z .(0 

o o 0 

The extension problem for line bundles is to lift t C Hl(?Zx*) to Hl(?)w* I X). 
From the exact cohomology diagram of (1.4), the obstruction to lifting t 
is in H2 (Z*). Now 2 has a decreasing filtration by the subsheaves $' (I > 1), 
and the associated graded sheaf is 10(pk). Thus, the IA-th obstruction to 

extending 4 is in H2(2(,)). 

Slightly more generally, we have 

PROPOSITION 1. 5. Let Z be a complex manifold and let Y C Z be either 
a complex submanifold or an open subset. Assume that we have the sequences 

r0 -> H2(Z,ZZ) .H2(Y,Zy) 

H2 1(Z, Z) <H2(Y' Z) _e O. 

Then every line bundle on Y extends to Z. 

Proof. This follows from the exact diagram 

H1 (Z, z) > H1 (Z, CZ*) - H2 (Z, Z) . H2 (Z, iZ) 
(t~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ 6) 

Y,, 
Z) 2( 

H1 (Y.6y) , HI , 4y*) H ->, 4, H , y) 

(b) Transverse foliation. An embedding X C W is called transversely 
foliated if, through each x C X, there passes a complex subvariety, of dimension 
complementary to X, SZ C W such that S$ n x {x} and S$ n Sx' p for 
x - x'. 

PROPOSITION 1. 6. The obstructions to transversely foliating X C W are 
classes in HI (X, Q (T (X) (,u) ) ). 

Proof. X C W is transversely foliated if, and only if, there exists a 
holomorphic map F: W -> X such that F X = identity. The obstructions 
to finding such an F are in HI(Q(T(X) (K)) ) since, in this case, TO T(X). 

Remark. The first obstruction to transversely foliating X C W is the 
obstruction to holomorphically splitting the exact bundle sequence (1. 1). 
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This latter obstruction is well-known to be a class in H1(X, Q2 (lom(N, T(X))). 
This checks Proposition 1. 6 at the first level. 

(c) Rigidity of holomorphic embeddings. The rigidity question for 
germs of holomorphic embeddings is simply the following: Is the germ of 
embedding defined by 4: X -Z W determined by a finite neighborhood X,,? 
More precisely, does there exist a ,uo such that, given p: X - W, 4': X- W-, 

and an equivalence f4,: X4 -> X4' (IL there exists an equivalence of 

germs f*: X -- X'* ? From Proposition 1. 3 we get 

PROPOSITION 1. 7. If there exists a p, such that H1 (X, 5 (T (p))) =0 
for u > _jo, then the germ of embedding defined by X C W is formally rigid. 
If furthermore HO (X, 2 (T (p))) = 0 for >_ uo then any formal equivalence 

i: X- >X' is uniquely determined by fO == f J X1O. 

Remarkc. Suppose that we have embeddings q: X -* W, q': X -> W' with 

normal bundles N, N' respectively. Assume that we have a bundle isomorphism 

: X->X. 

We want to kmow when ' is induced by an equivalence on 1-neighborhoods 
A: X1-- X'1. Thus we wish to fill in the middle column in the diagram 

a ,te 
0 T (X) T> T N'-> 

Al 
(1.7) jiLl'C 

7 
0 T (X)- >T YN 0. 

From (1. 7) we get a diagram 

0 0 

H0(O2(llom(N, T'))) -> HO(fQ(Hom(N, N'))) 

(1.8) H?(fl(Hom(T. '))) >E?H(O( om(T, N))) 

Z S~~~~Y A Y 
O -> H0 (O(Hom(T(X), T(X)))) -EH0(f7(Hom(T(X), T'))) - H>(&(lom(T(X), N'))) 
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The obstruction to finding A C HO (Q(llom(T, T') ) ) such that y(A) = a (c*) 
in (1.8) is given by pa (w*) C H1 (2 (Hom (N, T'))). If this obstruction 
vanishes, then we may find A with / (A) ==u( (I) since yfl (A) =j/y (A) 
- a I(c*)= 0. Any such A is unique if HO( (llom(N, T')))= 0. 

This suffices to check Proposition 1. 3 at the first level. 

II. The Normal Bundle and the Extension Problem. 

1. Some implications of the extension and uniqueness problems for 
cohomology. Let X C W represent a germ of embedding, and let n = dim X, 
n + r = dim W. For non-negative integers s, t we introduce the following 
condition: 

* (s, t): For any holomorphic vector bundle F# -- W, the stable extension 

problem for Hq(X, Q(F) ) has a solution for O < q < s- 1, n- t < q. 
Furthermore, we have stable uniqueness for 0 < q < s, n - t + 1 < q. 

Remark. If * (s, t) is satisfied, then 

(2.1) dimHq(W,g(F#)) <oo for O? q<s, q>n- t+1. 

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Assume * (s, t) is satisfied. Then there exists a IuO 
such that 

(2.2) HI(',(F(j,u ))) O for0 ?q<s I< , 
q > n - t + I, ,u / o. 

Proof. To say that the stable extension problem has a solution means 
that, for ,uuo (F), we have 

(2.3) Hq(W,Q(F#) Hq(VA)(F#) 0; 

stable uniqueness means that, for e > we have 

(2.4) ? >H(W,Q(FO) Hq(,Z(/,)(FO) 

From the exact sheaf diagram 

0 

0 (F (p + 1)) 

(2. 5) 0 (F#) V /CLL+1) (F#) -> 0 

0 (F#) 2 00fi (F#) -> 0 

4, 

we get a cohomology diagram 
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O H q (a (FO)) HI' (,Z(/f+l) (F#) ) 0 

O IL Hq (V(F) Hq (,Z(/f) (F#) ) 
(2.6) 4, 

Hq+1 (F ( +1)) 

o -> Hq+1 (2 (F#) ) Hq+l (Z@L+l) (F#)) . Q 

O -4 Hq+1 (Q F#)) H'+1 (V/4f) (F#) ) 

which, by *(s,t), (2.3), and (2.4), is valid for 0 q+1 <s- , q>n 
- t + -1. It follows that Hq (X, Q (F( ))) 0 for K jo and 0 ? q < s - 1, 
q > n-t + 1. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that there exists pO(F) such that 

(2.7) Hq(X,S(F(p))) =0 for _u _ q <s, 
q > n -t. 

Then * (s, t) holds formally. 

Proof. This follows from the exact sequence 

Hq (f2 (F (V + 1) ) -> Hq (,Z(/fi+') (F#) ) > Hg (VAff) (F#) )Hs+1 ('2 (F (t + 1))) 

since the formal stable extension problem means that 

(2.8) Hq (ZCL(/+i) (F#) ) .> HQ (VCL) (F#)) O (a .ko) 

whereas formal stable uniqueness means that 

(2.9) ?-Hq (,(/+l) (F#) ) -:Hq(ZCLL)(F#)) (/t >` Lo) 

Remark. Conditions (2. 1) are by no means independent of those of the 
7r 

form (2. 2). For example: Let E >X be a holomorphic vector bundle 
and embed X C E as zero cross-section. Let W be a small tubular neighbor- 
hood of X C E and let F# -7r1 (F) 1 W for any holomorphic bundle F -> X. 
We observe here that the normal bundle of X C W is just E. 

00 

LEMMA 2. 1. I dim Hq (X, (F(,))) dim Hq (W, (F#)). 

This is easy to verify using local coordinates. We may in fact sharpen it 
to the following: 

(2.10) Hq (__(A) (F#) Hq (X, Q (F (v) 

The content of this section may be summarized as follows: The solution 
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of the stable extension and uniqueness problems for X C W imply: (i) a 
vanishing theorem involving the normal bundle N of X C W, and (ii) a 
finite dimensionality theorem for cohomology groups Hq (W, Q2 (F#)). Con- 

versely, (i) gives at least the formal stable extension and uniqueness problems. 
Part of our program will be to formulate (i) in such a fashion that it gives 
the actual extension and uniqueness problems (and thence (ii)). 

2. Positive and negative holomorphic bundles. It is well-known what 
it means for a line bundle E -> X to be positive, and recently there have been 
some generalizations of this to general holomorphic bundles (cf. [6] and [8]). 
For our purposes, we shall need the two notions of weak positivity and 
positivity for a holomorphic bundle E -> X; the precise definitions are given 
in VI. 5 below and we shall only list some relevant properties here: (i) E -* X 
is weakly negative (negative) if, and only if, E* -> X is weakly positive 
(positive); (ii) if E -> X is weakly positive, then, for some /%o, the bundles 
Eli, (A ?> ) are positive; (iii) for line bundles, weak positivity = positivity; 
and (iv) if E -* X is weakly positive and if F -> X is a bundle, then 

(2.11) Hq(X, Q(F E)) 0 O for ? 0 o(F), q > 0. 

More generally, given positive integers s, t with s + t < n, we shall define 
(VI. 5) what it means for E -> X to have signature (s, t) ; the main properties 
are: (i) if E -X has signature (s,t), then E*->X has signature (t,s); 
(ii) signature (n, 0) =- weak positivity; and (iii) if E -> X has signature 
(s, t) and if F-> AX is any bundle, then 

(2.12) Hq(X42(F0E*A)) O for ?o(F), 0 q<s 

and q>n-t. 

An example might clarify what it means for E -> X to have signature 
(s, t). Let Y, Z be algebraic manifolds of dimensions s, t respectively, let 
F Y be a positive line bundle and G Z a negative line bundle. Then 
E =F? G has signature (s, t) over X Y X Z. Observe that, for large 
Hq, H(Y, 5 (F*,a) ==0 for q < s and Hq (Z, Q (G*A) ==0 for q > 0. By 
Kiinneth, Hq (X4 Q (E* )) )-O for 0 < q < s and q > n-t-s. 

From 2. 12 and Propositions 1. 1-1. 4, we have 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X C W define a germ of embedding whose normal 
bundle N has signature (s, t). Then: 

(i) The statement *(s,t) in ? 11.1 holds formally; 
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(ii) The rigidity problem is formally true provided that either s 2 
or t = n. In the former case, we have uniqueness; 

(iii) The extension problem for holomorphic bundles is formally true 
if either s ? 3 or t? n -1. In the former case we have formal uniqueness 
always, and we have formal uniqueness in the latter case if t = n. 

Assume now that the normal bundle N of X C W has signature (s, t) 
and let F# -- W be a holomorphic vector bundle. Set 0,, (F#) - (F#) 
so that we have 

(2. 13) ? O> O (F#) > 1( (F#) (Ai) (F#) e O, 

(2.14) ?>+ (F#)Q(F#) (v_O); and 

(2.15) O k+ (F#) -U(F#) U(F(t+ 1) 0. 

PROPOSITION 2. 4. For ,u p and all v ? 0 the sequence (2. 14) induces 
an isomorphism 

(2.16) OHq(W, +( > Hq(W, ---> 0 

for O?_ q<s, q>n-t+1. 

Proof. This follows inductively on v from the exact cohomology sequence 
of (2. 15) together with (2. 12). 

PROPOSITION 2. 5. If, for large u, 

Hq(W,Q(F#) 0 for O?q < s, q>n -t+1, 

then * (s, t) holds. 

Proof. This follows from (2. 3), (2. 4), and the exact cohomology 
sequence of (2. 13). 

Definition. If the conclusion (2.16) of Proposition 2.4 holds, then we 
shall say that the group Hq(W,i2,(F#)) vanishes to infinite order along X. 

By Proposition 2. 5, the actual existence theorem for the extension and 
uniqueness problems in cohomology reduces to showing that cohomology which 
vanishes to infinite order along X is necessarily zero. This seems to be a 
standard procedure for deducing existence theorems from formal statements. 

3. Statement of the main results. 

THEOREM I. Let X C W define a germ of embedding whose normal 
bundle N has signature (s, t) with s + t = n. Then, for any holomorphic 
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vector bundle F# -- W, the stable extension problem for Hq (X, a2 (F) ) has a 
solution for 0 ? q < s-1, q > n - t. Furthermore, stable uniqueness holds 
for 0?q<s, q>n-t+1. 

We shall use Theorem I to discuss the rigidity question and extension 
problem for holomorphic bundles in certain special cases. In order to state 
the results, we need the notion of a sufficiently positive bundle. 

Definition. Let E-> X be a positive holomorphic vector bundle. Asso- 
ciated to X there is a finite number F1, - * *, Fk of holomorphic bundles, and 
E is defined to be sufficiently positive if all the bundles E 0 F, (1 ? i ? k) 
are positive. 

Remark. For a positive (but not in general weakly positive) bundle 
E -> X, we have 

(2.17) Hq(X, 2(E*)) O for q>0,u>0. 

THEOREM II. Let X C W define a germ of embedding whose normal 
bundle N -- X is sufficiently positive. 

(i) The germ of embedding is rigid provided that dim X ? 3. 

(ii) The extension problem for holomorphic bundles holds of dim X > 3. 

(iii) Stable uniqueness holds in (i) and (ii). 

Remark. The hypothesis of "sufficient positivity" should be thought of 
as describing a class j of holomorphic vector bundles over X such that 
Theorem II is true for X C W whenever N E . . For codimension 1, A = all 
positive line bundles over X; this is simply because passing from the linear 
system I L I to I L I (L = [X] ) corresponds to replacing N -> X by NA 

which will be sufficiently positive for jm large. For codimension r > 1, there 
is no such (obvious) way of making a subvariety more positive and this is 
basically the reason for the hypothesis of sufficient positivity. 

We ashall prove Theorem I by proving 

THEOREM III. With the notations and assumptions of Theorem I, we 
have 

(2.18) Hq(W,% 'A (F#)) =0 for -?< q < s or q > n-t + 1. 

We now observe 

PROPOSITION 2. 6. Let X C W have positive normal bundle N and 
assume that dim X ? 3. Then, assuming (2.18), the extension problem for 
a line bundle E-*X has unique solution. 
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Proof. We shall verify (1. 5). The middle line there is clear, and we 
have the exact sequence 

H' ( W, Zw) -) HI (X, Zx) e- H2 (W}, 
)H2 

( W, IVW)-- H2 (X ZX). 

It will suffice to prove that H2 (W, Z) = 0. From the sequences 

0 -- /+1 - $ J'->n(,U) ->0, 

we get 0 -H2 (W, Z'+ ) -> H2 (W, /) O0 since Hq (X,&(z)) =0 for IL> 1, 
q ? 2?_ dim X -1. This then gives O- H2 (W, 2) ->H2 (W, ) 0 for 
all u:: 1 which, by (2. 18), gives H2(W, )=O, Q. E. D. 

4. Outline of the proof of Theorem III. We give now an outline of 
the proof of Theorem III; the details and relevant calculations will be sup- 
plied in ?? V-VIII below. Thus let X C W be an embedding of codimension 
r and where the normal bundle N has signature (s, t) with s + t = n = dim X. 
By blowing up X C W, we obtain a hypersurface Xk C W (? V. 1) and the 
normal bundle N of X C W will have signature (s, t + r -1) (VI. 7). 
Furthermore, it is at least plausible that, in order to examine cohomology 
vanishing on X C W, we may lift everything up and look at cohomology 
vanishing on X C W (V. 3). 

We remark here that, even if X C W has a positive normal bundle, then 
the normal bundle of X C W will be of mixed signature, and this is the 
essential difficulty in the higher codimension case. In fact, if X C W is a 
hypersurface whose normal bundle has either signature (n, 0) or (0, n), then 
Theorem III is easy to prove directly (IV. 1 and [6], ? 4). 

Thus we may assume that r = 1. In this case, the sheaf 

(2.19) 2/, FO) (fF4 0L*/) Q(Fi() (L [Xf]) 

is locally free and we may hope to use the theory of harmonic integrals on 
open manifolds as developed by J. Kohn (VIII. 1 and [15]) to study the 
groups Hq (W, Q (F# (u) ) ). 

Now in order to apply this harmonic integral theory, we must have 
an exhaustion W = U W, of W by nice relatively compact subdomains 

O<c<Co 

W, = {w E W: r (w) <c} for some non-negative function r on W. Further- 
more, for some e > O, e < cO, 99r in W - We should have signature (t + 1, s). 
Now, since N has signature (s, t) with s + t = n, such an r exists for the 
embedding X c N as zero cross-section (VI. 5) and, by an approximation 
argument, r exists for X C W provided that W is small enough (VIII. 3). 

If now OOr had signature (t + 1, s) everywhere in W, then the trivial 
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bundle 1--> W would have signature (t + 1, s) and it is fairly easy to conclude 
then that (VII. 4) 

(2.20) Hq(W, 2(E#)) 0 for O?q<s,q>n- t 

for every holomorphic bundle E# -->W. This is the so-called complete case 
and has been discussed in [2]. 

Now our function r is certainly not complete since &Ir I X = 09(r I X) = 0. 
Thus (2. 20) will not hold in general-all we can conclude is that 

(2.21) dimHq(W, 2(E#)) <oo 0?q <s,q> n-t. 

However, it is perhaps not unreasonable to expect that (2. 20) will hold 
provided that we can find in E# ->W a metric whose curvature form picks 
up the slack caused by the degeneracy of OOr. In fact, this is the whole point: 
For F sufficiently large, F# (,u) = F# 0 L*/J will have signature (t,s + 1) 
(VIII. 1) and furthermore the curvature form in F# (u) will have an s- 
dimensional negative eigenspace close to the s-dimensional negative eigenspace 
of aOr on W - W, and similarly for the t-dimensional positive spaces. 
(Observe here that there is a loss of 1-dimensional between (2. 18) and 
(2. 20).) 

Thus, if one accepts this argument (which is almost obvious geometrically) 
and combines it with inequalities obtained from two integral formulae on open 
manifolds (VII. 3 and VII. 6), then Theorem III follows easily from the 
Bochner vanishing technique together with Kohn's results about representing 
cohomology by harmonic forms with boundary conditions. 

III. Positive Embeddings and the Proof of Theorem II. 

1. A simple example of rigidity. We shall prove a simple example 
of the rigidity theorem which will, however, contain the main ideas of the 
general argument to be given below. Let X = PX (n 3) and let H -X 
be the hyperplane bundle; H = [h] where h C Pn is a hyperplane. Suppose 
now that we have an embedding X C TIV with normal bundle H. 

LEMMA 3. 1. H1 (X, G (T(Z) ) ) = 0 for K > 0. 
The proof of this will be given in IV. 2. (i) below. 

Thus we see that the germ of embedding defined by X C W should be 
equivalent to the germ defined by embedding X C H as zero cross-section, and 
we shall use Theorem I to prove that this is the case. Note that this example 
is "'dual" to the rigidity of quadratic transformations (cf. the appendix to 
[13]). 
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Set L=- [X] so that $Q(L*) and L I X H. We have the exact 
sheaf sequence 
(3.1) O - >)w e Q (L) - (H) O 

LEMMA 3.2. HI(TW, Z-w) O. 

Proof. Since H' (X,,Zx) = 0, this will follow from H' (W,$) =0. But 
Hl (W,T Z) = 0 by Theorem I and since dim X ? 3 (cf. the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2. 6). Q. E. D. 

From (3.1) we get then 

p 
(3.2) C HO(TV,Q(L)) H O(X,a(H)) -0. 

Thus dimH?(W,Q(L)) =n+2 and we choose a basis ?<, - ,$ of 
HO(W,S2(L)) so that p($ ') =0. If we now define CI: WT-*Pn,a by 

(D (w)= [Eo (w), * * * & (w) &+1 (w.) 1 

then an elementary consideration using the complete (since H' (X, 2 (H)) 
= 0) continuous system of X C W (cf. III. 2 and III. 3) shows that (D is 
an embedding and - (X) = PX, C P,+,. Thus X C W defines the same germ 
as the usual embedding P, C P,+. 

On the other hand, let S{d C EP,: 0= * ** J }. Then S pt. 
and Pn+1 - S is a neighborhood W' of P* C Pn+,. Furthermore, we may 
define z: WT'- P by [ * . 6n$ J -] [ton * *,,n] and then TV' is a line 
bundle over P7, and in fact T'- H as line bundles over P,,. Thus X C TV and 
X C H define equivalent germs of embeddings. 

Remark. The compactification of H by adding on S to obtain a closed 
variety is a general phenomenon (cf. IV. 1). 

2. On the theory of continuous systems. Grauert has shown, if the 
normal bundle N of X in W is negative, then we may assume that W is 
strongly-pseudo-convex, that X C W is the only non-trivial compact sub- 
variety, and that there exists a Stein space Y and a proper holomorphic 
mapping r W T-> Y such that r(X) = yo is a point and 7r: WT- X iY- {y0}. 

Now in case N is positive it is again true that we may assume that W is 
strongly pseudo-concave,* but we need better information than this alone. 
Namely, we shall need the fact that, if N is sufficiently positive, then the 
characteristic system of X in TV is complete and we may write WT {Xt} , tB 

where the Xt form an analytic family of compact submanifolds of W which 
are small deformations of X in W. 

* Cf. VIII 3. 
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To be more specific, let X C W be a germ of embedding with normal 
bundle N. Let p,: HO (X, Q (N)) -- N, be the restriction mapping and set 
8(x) =dim pN{HO (X, Q (N) ) }. Let B C Cm be an open neighborhood of the 
origin with linear coordinates t = (tl,* *, * tm). In [12] Kodaira has defined 
the concept of an analytic family {V, B} of compact submanifolds of W para- 
metrized by B. We write V = {Xt} t I B with X0o X. By a deformation 

Ct 

{V - B} of X, with parameter space B, we mean a complex manifold V 
together with an onto projection J: V-> B which is everywhere of maximal 
rank and where 6-1(O) X. 

THEOREM 3. 1. Assume H' (X, Q (N)) =0. Then there exists: 

(i) a neighborhood B of the origin in HO (X,f U(N)); 

(ii) a family 53 = {Xt}tB of compact analytic submanifolds of TV; 

(iii) a deformation {V >B}; and 

(iv) a holomorphic mapping F: V-* W such that F(Jr'(t)) =Xt and 
such that ranlk of F at xC X C V is S(x) + dimX. 

Proof. This result will be a consequence of the main theorem in [12]; 
we shall use the proof as an opportunity to establish some notation for later 
use. Let dimX=n, dimW= n+r, dimHO(X,Q?(N)) ==m, and agree on 
the ranges of indices 1 C i, j C n; 1<C a, b < r; and 1 C p, a m. We choose 
a covering {U4,} of 14W by open sets such that, if VTO= Ua ln X, then 

U. n uf U = 0 ,#r VI n Vo f =0. We assume that we have in Uc, holo- 
morphic coordinates (Za, Wa) = (z Vi, - * , Zoi; WOI,7 , Woer) such that 
U.l n X is given by {wa - O}. If we set I zaI I maxI za 1, Iw' max wIa W , 

1?<i? 1?a?<r 

we may suppose that Ua is the unit polycylinder I Za < 1, wa < 1. 

In U, n U we have 

{ Za = fa, (Z0n, wfi) 
wa = ga (zl, wfl); ga(zl, O) = 0. 

The normal bundle N has transition functions given by the r X r matrix 
Na (zf6) {Nap (zp) ba} where 

Na,O (Z,B) ba= Og(a (Z,l IV,6)) 

OW'6b w-O 

We choose a basis y * , of HO(X,n(N)). Then up I Ua= - ap,a is 

column vector t(o(yp,aly * orp,Oar) = t{*p,,,a} and satisfies oyrp,a = Nafp,p in 

* I(#) means transpose of the row vector ( #). 
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m 
v. n VB. A general point in HO (X, Q (N)) Cm will be written as t = tPup. 

p=l 

By Kodaira's theorem [12], there exists a neighborhood B of the origin in Cm 
and a family of vector-valued holomorphic functions Oa (za, t) V"a X B - Cr 
which satisfy the following conditions: 

(3.3) c(x(za,O) O and za(za,t)l <1; 

(3.4) a(Zat) = 
Up,(z); 

(3. 5) a (za, t) =go, (zp,5,4 (zl, t)); and 

(3. 6) za! ~fafl(zflp 1.6(Zi, t) ) 

If we define Xt C W by Xtn U. ={(za,wa) : w,==pa (za,t)}, then by 
(3.3), (3.5), and (3.6) Xt is a compact sub-manifold of W and X ZX. 

By (3.4), we may symbolically write otp -= p. The collection {Xt}tEB 

clearly gives an analytic family 2 of compact submanifolds of WV. 
We construct an abstract complex manifold V as follows: Let Ta 

=Va X B. Then V is formed from the union U Ta! by identifying (za, t) 
a 

with (zr, t') if, and only if, t = t' and z fJ, (zr,6 (zn, t)) From (3. 5) 
and (3. 6) it follows that this is an equivalence relation, and so V is a complex 
manifold. Furthermore, if we define c: V -- B by o (za, t) = t in Ta, is 
clearly well-defined and has maximal rank everywhere. Obviously then 

(o 

{V- > B} is a deformation of X. 
We define F: V ->W as follows: Fa. F I To is given by Fa(za,t) 

(Za,c,a(zaa,t)) C Ua by (3.3). It follows from (3. 5) and (3.6) that 
Fa F, in Ta n To, and thus F is globally defined. The Jacobian matrix 
J(Fa) of Fa, when evaluated on X n Ta, is given by the (n + m) X (n + r) 

matrix J(Fa(za))= 
I n ) where In is the n X n unit matrix and 

Q (z) is the in X r matrix with entries 

(3. 7) Q (Za) pa _ 
t ]0aa (Z,t) a . ] p t_o=UA_ (Z) 

For fixed za0 E Vap the vectors oa(za0) . . ,.m,a(za0) span a subspace of 
Cr of dimension 8(zaO), and thus the rank of J(Fa(za0)) is 83(za). Q.E.D. 

3. Positive embeddings and continuous systems. From Theorem 3.1 
we obtain: 
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PROPOSITION 3. 1. If H' (X, Q2 (N) ) =0 and if the restriction mapping 
p$: HO (X, Q (N) ) -> N0, is everywhere surjective, then F: V -->W is onto and 
we may write W = {Xt} t E B- 

Remarlk. In [7] we assumed that, if N is trivial, then W is a space 
of deformations of X. This is not so, as the example below shows, but we 
do have: 

PROPOSITION. If H' (X,'Z) =0 and if N is trivial, then W is a space 
of deformations of X. 

Proof. o (N)- Z ED since N is trivial. Then H' (X, a (N)) 

r 
0 and pt,, HO (X, Qi (N)) - N0, is onto for all x. Consequently, F: V -* W 

is biregular in a neighborhood of X and so W is a space of deformations of X. 

Example. We show that, if H' (X, s) #`0, then there exists an em- 
bedding X C W in which N is trivial but where no neighborhood of X in W 
is a deformation space of X. Let hog: Vay n T7, -* C be a 1-cocycle giving a 
non-zero element in H' (X, C). For each complex number t, t I < c, define a 
new complex manifold Wt from the union U {Va X C} by identifying (za, da!) 

with (z,6,4,) if, and only if, z=z: and a===exp(tha6(z6)) $j:. Then Wt 
is a line bundle over X which, for e small, has a non-identically zero cross- 
section if, and only if, t =0 . Let WTV U Wt and embed X C WO C W as 

It1<e 
zero cross-section. Clearly, no neighborhood of X in W is a deformation 
space of X. On the other hand, by (6.2) the normal bundle N has transition 
functions 

/aea 4@a \ 

et At 0 ( ) 
ati at 1=o 

I 6 Ot t'ii 0 

Remark. This example is similar to Zappa's example of an incomplete 
continuous system. Let X, {ha}6 E H' (XZ, ) be as above, and let E -* X 

be the bundle with fibre C2 and transition functions gals = (1 1h) If 

7r 
P(E) >X is the associated projective bundle, then P (E) has a covering 
by open sets Uar='1 (Va) with coordinates (za; [taeO, &a']) in Ua and the 
transition rules aO = eO0 + hafi (zfg) 4l', $cal = $:. Thus the cross-section S. 
at infinity given by S n U,a {$'1 o} is defined, and the normal bundle 

8 
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N -- S of S C P (E) is trivial. Consequently, EH (S,Q (N)) 0 but the 
continuous system generated by S C P (E) is empty. Indeed, if there exists 
a family {St} with SO = S, then St n s 0 for small t (since N is trivial) 
and 7r: St-->X is biregular. Consequently, there exists a: X ->P(E) with 

u(X) n s =0. If ar I Va [eaa0? (z), aal (z) ], then T, (Z) -a (Z)Ual (Z)-1 

satisfies -ra - = hap which is a contradiction. 

Now consider the sequences 

p$,$' 
(3.8) 0-N(x,x') - EO (X,Q(N)) N.N., (x#x') 

U0, 

(3.9) N (x) >m.,/m.1 t Nx 

where N(x) =kerp,: HO(X, Q(N)) e N, and m, C &), is the mnaximal ideal 
at x. 

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Assume H1 (X, Q (N) =0 and that p', is everywhere 
surjective. Then, given x E X and w E W, there exists an Xt C W wvhich 
passes through x and w. 

PROPOSITION 3. 3. Assume EH (X, Q (N) =0 and that a, is everywhere 
surjective. Then, given x E X and t E T,(W), there exists an Xt C W such 
that x E Xt and $ E T0 (Xt). 

Both Propositions follow from Theorem 3. 1. We observe that, if No-- X 
is sufficiently positive, then Hf (X, Q (N) ) = 0 and both pai,$' and a,, are 
evereywhere onto (cf. [8]). In fact, the class z3 of sufficiently positive 
bundles over X (cf. the footnote to Theorem II) will consist of those holo- 

morphic bundles N --X for which p,' and a.$ are everywhere surjective, for 

which N 0 K* is positive, and for which the bundles L* ? N (K ? 1) are 
all positive for some ample line bundle L -> X. An embedding X C W for 
which NE A will be called a positive embedding. 

Let L -> X be an ample line bundle so that I L I gives a projective 
embedding A: X--P8(s + 1 = dimHO(X,&2(L))). 

PROPOSITION 3.4. If X C W is a positive embedding and if the exten- 
sion problems for L and HO(X,2(L)) can be solved, then X extends to a 
projective embedding A: W->P8. 

Proof. Let L# be an extension to W of L. Since HO (W, . (L#)) 0 
for large u, dim HO (W, Q (L#) = S + 1 < oo. By assumption we also have 

HO(W, f2(L#)) --> HO(X, Q(L)) -> 0. Thus X extends to a mapping A: W -> PS. 
On the other hand, we clearly have that At = A I Xt is an embedding (for t 
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small). Let x C X and 6 C Tx$(W). By Proposition 3. 3 there exists Xt such 
that xE Xt and E Tx (Xt). Then A*(4) = (At)* ()#0, and so A is of 
maximal rank in a neighborhood of X. Q. E. D. 

COROLLARY. Let X C W be a positive embedding. Then, assuming 
Theorem I, we have that there exists a projective embedding A: W-->Pv, 
provided that dimX?`>3. 

Proof. Let L -> X be an ample line bundle for which L* 0 NA is positive 
for a> 0. Then H2 (X, Q () ) =-0=H1 (X, Q (L (I,) ) ) for 1% > 0. By 
Theorem I we can then solve the extension problems for L and HO (X, 2 (L)). 
Q.E.D. 

In case X C W is a hypersurface, we need only assume that dim X ? 2 
since the line bundle L [X] is already an extension of the positive bundle 
N=L I X. In fact, we have 

PROPOSITION 3. 5 [18]. Let E#-0 W be a holomorphic vector bundle 
and E =E# I W. Then, for ->u>o(E), the mapping 

HO(W, Q(E# 0LL)) H>o(X,Q2(E f NAi)) 

is onto. 

Proof. Since Z &(L*), we have 

(3.10) 0 Q (E# ' $ LA-1 ) > Q (E# 3 LA) -x(E,& NA) -> O 

for all g. We choose v so that H1(X, Q(E 0NA)) = 0for s _> vo. From the 
exact cohomology sequences of (3. 10), we get 

Hl(WjQ (E#0 Lvo)) >Hl(W,Q(E#? Lvo+fi))) >0 

for all ,u?0. On the other hand, we shall see in VII.1 and VIII. 3 that 
dim HI (W, D (E# 0 Lvo)) <oo. Thus, for large enough fL, the mappings 

HE- (W, Q(E# L D-)) H >H(W, Q (E# 0LA)) 

are all isomorphisms. The Proposition now follows from this plus the exact 
cohomology sequence of (3. 10). 

4. Proof of Theorem II from Theorem I. 

Proof of (i). Let X C W be a positive germ of embedding. Then there 
exists a , such that, if X C W' defines a germ of embedding for which we 
have an equivalence fA: XA'->XA, then there is a unique formal extension 
.t: -'X -* ? of f,. We want to prove that / converges. 
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By the Corollary to Proposition 3. 4, there exists an ample line bundle 
L* -> W* which gives a projective embedding A: X* -e Ps. 

Now we assert that, if we are given twvo projective embeddings A: X*- >P8, 
and A#: X* --> P8 such that A = Xg - A# I X,8 for ju sufficiently large, it 
follows that A=AO (i.e. A(W)- AOA(WV)). Indeed, let A be given by 
sections ao, * , as of L* and A# by sections To, - * * r Tr of L*+. Then, since 
L* g X,I , there exists a (unique) bundle equivalence (: L*L* 
and furthermore ( (0aj) I j4 =T j I X,4. By the uniqueness of the power series 
expansions, it follows that p (oaj) = j as sections of L*#. Thus A= A#. 

Let now L be the formal line bundle on X' determined by L*, and set 
L' t- (L) - 

Let ,u be sufficiently large: Set L'V.= X'= and let p,4 , pF' be 
the sections of L', over X', determined by i. By Theorem I, we may find a 
bundle L' ->X'* and sections o0, * ,C o's of L'* such that L*' 
and c' I L'Jj = . Furthermore, the sections o'0,. . ., U'S give a projective 
embedding A': X'* - Ps. 

Suppose now that we look at L'V+ = L' I X'+1 and A+muo,. * g+asS as 
the sections of L',+1 determined by ?. By Theorem I, we may find a bundle 
L*- X'* and sections '0, T* rs of L*# such that L*# I X'+1 = L',L+l and 
rj j =1 giUj. If then A#: X'*->P is the corresponding projective 
embedding, it follows from the above remark that A'- A#. Thus, for every 
11, .X/, A' IX',% and so J =A': W'-*A'(W) C P8. This says precisely 
that j is induced by an actual equivalence of germs of embeddings. Q. E. D. 

Proof of (ii). Let E - X be a holomorphic vector bundle and suppose 
that we have an extension E,, -> X,., where ,u is sufficiently large. Then there 
exists a formal bundle E X' such that E I Xg, = E.. We want to prove 
that E converges. 

Let L -* X be the ample line bundle which has an ample extension L* -> X*. 
For N sufficiently large, E 0 LN will be ample, and we thus get an embedding 
r,,: X,,- G(m,r) -P.,, for some n and m', such that crm-1 (E(m,r)) 
= E,0 L,AN. Here G (m, r) is the Grassman variety of rm-planes in Cm"r and 
E(m, r) ->G (m, r) is the universal bundle, with fibre Cr, over G(m, r). If 
we can extend u, to a mapping a*: X*-> G (m, r), then we may set 
E* c=r'*- (E (m, r) ) e L*-N and E* is an extension to X* of El, Z-- X(. 

By the same reasoning as above, we may extend a, to a projective em- 
bedding v*: X*P,,. On the other hand, J*(X)u=-- a,(X) C G(mn,r) 
C Pm and the normal bundle N of X in X* is a sub-bundle or the normal 

bundle of X in G (mn, r). We then consider the complete continuous system 
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{Xt} of X in G (m, r) corresponding to the sections of N. The family {Xt} 
gives a local sub-manifold W' C G (m, r) and X C W'.* Furthermore, since 
r* I X,= o) their germs of embeddings X C W' and X C W are equivalent 
up to order I. Thus, if JL is sufficiently large, they are equivalent by a mapping 
g: W'-*W'. If we set o*= gJ< then a*: W -*G(m,r) is our required 
mapping. 

Proof of (iii). Suppose that E* -> X* and E-X* are vector bundles 
such that E* I X4 - | XI, for ,u large. This equivalence is given by an 
element yE, H H(, Q (Hom (E* X ,, EI X ) ). By Theorem I we may find 
an extension y* E HO (X, Q (Hom (E*, E*) ) of -yL, and clearly 7* gives a bundle 
equivalence between E* -> X* and Ek* -> X. Q. E. D. 

IV. Some Examples and Remarks about Positive Embeddings. 

1. Proof of Theorem I for positively embedded hypersurfaces. Let 
X C W be a positive embedding of codimension 1. By Propositions 3. 5 
and 3. 4 (neither of which use Theorem I), there exists a projective em- 
bedding 41: W-- PN given by I LPo I (L = [X]) for u, large enough. On 
the other hand, by VIII. 2 and VIII. 3, there exists W# C W and a real 
non-negative function r defined on W such that 85 r has, in W - W#, n 
negative eigenvalues. Here n - dim X and we assume that n?>2. Thus 
dim HO (W, Q (E) ) < so for any line bundle E -> W. Then, by the argument 
of Siegel (cf. [1] for the details) we find that the field 9 of meromorphic 
functions on W is an algebraic function field of transcendence degree less 
than or equal to n + 1 = dim W. Let V C PN be the smallest algebraic variety 
containing ( (W) and g the field of rational functions on V. Then the 
restriction mapping 9 --> 9U is obviously an injection and so dim V deg s 
? deg Q -< dim W; i. e. dim V = dim W. Thus V is an algebraic compac- 
tification of ( (W) C PN. Furthermore, by construction, pu? (X) C V is a 
hyperplane section. 

Let L -* V be the line bundle [4 (X)]. For E -- V any holomorphic 
bundle, set E(i) E ? LA. By Theorems A and B for algebraic varieties, 
we get 

(4.1) H0(V,Q(E(u)))=O for 0<q<n+ 1,p>[o(E). 

Now set Z==V - -,(W') where W#V C W' C W. If I is the family of 
all closed sets in Z, we have an exact cohomology sequence 

* In fact, W' is the image of a complex manifold V' under a holomorphic mapping 
F': V'- G (in, r) such that PF' has everywhere constant rank (cf. Thtorem 3. 1). 
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(4.2) HQ(Z, Q(E(t) ) ) HQ(V, Q(E(/A) ) ) 
* Zq~~~~H, ( W', Q (E (}A) ) ) -- HI*Q+1 (Z, Q (E (4 

By [3], ?20, Hq (Z,?(E( ))) 0 for O? q<n+1 and then (4.1) and 
(4. 2) give 

(4.3) HQ(W',i2 (E(u))) O for O? q<n,,?ju (E). 

Now (4. 3) gives Theorem I, at least for those bundles E -> W which extend 
to V. 

COROLLARY. Theorem II holds for positive embeddings of codimension 1. 

Proof. We must show that line bundles extend from 1b(W) to V. But 
this follows from Proposition (1. 5). 

2. Rigidity of some special embeddings. Let p: X -> W and 0': 
X -> W' be positive embeddings. Assuming Theorem I and that dim X ? 3, 
we may find projective embeddings ): W -- PN, V': W'-> PN'. Now the 
same argument as in ? 4. 1 above shows that there exist algebraic compactifi- 
cations V C PN, V' C PN' of J(W), i?'(W') respectively. Thus 'D(W) C V, 
dim 1 (W) = dim V, and the restriction of rational functions from V to J (W) 
is an isomorphism of function fields. Consequently, any equivalence of germs 
F: W -> W' will induce a meromorphic mapping A: V-> V'. Now it some- 
times happens that A will automatically be bi-holomorphic (e. g. if V =V 

and V is a minimal variety such as Pln, an abelian variety, or an algebraic 
manifold uniformized by a bounded domain.* In this situation one may 
discuss, by direct geometric methods the rigidity problem. We give two 
examples of this: 

(i) Projective embeddings. Let P = Pn and let 4): X -> P, qi: X -> P 
be two positive embeddings. 

PROPOSITION 4. 1. Suppose that we have an equivalence between 1- 
neighborhoods h: X'1 -* X1 such that h I X is homotopic to the identity. 
Then there exists a projective transformation g E SL (N + 1, C) such that 
go+ 4/ and g I X'1 h. 

Proof. Let H-> P be the hyperplane bundle. We recall the exact 
sequence 
(4.4) 0- 1 -> (H) N+1 T (P) - 0 

* We remark that Hn+l (W',, (F) ) = 0 for any holomorphic bundle F -e W'. 
* The point here is that every automorphism of the function field induces one of the 

variety. 
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where I is the trivial bundle and (H) N+1 = H D 0 . . E H. 

N+1 
Now i2 (T(P)) - 1 (P) = the germs of holomorphic 1-forms on P, and 
(4. 4) is uniquely given by 1, T(P), and the extension elsment o E H'(P, f2l(P)). 
Clearly o is the fundamental form on P. 

Let T== T(P) I p(X), T'== T(P) I 4/(X) and denote by N, N' the 
respective normal bundles of p (X), p'(X) in P. Then h: X'1 -> X1 is given 
by a bundle mapping h: T'-> T which takes 

(4. 5)' 0 T(X) e P XI 0 

onto 

(4.5) O-> T(X) - T-N -o. 

Write f for the automorphism of X which h induces. 
Letting L=H I H (X),L' H I p'(X), we want to show that h exten(Is 

to a mapping of 
0 

(L) N+1 

(4.6)' T(X) >T' >N' > 

0 
onto 

0 

(L)N+1 

(4.6) 0 T (X) >T ->N 0 

0. 

Now (4. 6)' is given by yE C H1(X, Qi(T'*)), (4. 6) is given by y C H1(X, f7(T*)), 
and h will extend to a mapping of (4.6)' onto (4.6) if h*(y) =y' where 
h: Hl (X, f (T*) ) ->HU(X,i 2 (T'*) ) is the cohomology map. 

Since N and N' are positive and dim X 2, 

Lt (Xin Q? (N() ) OXH w (eh, v (Ne*) 

Letting 01 Q 2(T (X) *), we have 
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0-- >H'(X~,QT*) HI(X, Q1 

47 

01 HIn (X1 () H' (* W)f* 

Because a a(y') =c() and r(y) =/(W), to prove that h* (y) y' it will 
suffice to show that f 3 (w) = a (w). But this is true since f83 a and X is 
Kihler. Thus h induces a bundle mapping h: L' -- L such that h ((4.6)') 

(4.6). 
The embedding 0: X -- P is given by a linear subspace S, C HO(X, Q(L)); 

q/ is given by S' C 1O (X, Q (L') ). To prove Proposition 4. 1, we must show 
that h* (S') =S where h*: HO ( (L')) )- HO (Q (L) ) is the cohomology map. 
Let n+ 1I dimH?(H (L)). There are inclusions P C I L P, P C I L'I 

,Pn. Furthermore, the following diagram commutes: 

|I S I > Pn 

z h*. 
gSI ,P'q 

Finally, h* (I S' I) C Pn is a linear subspace which osculates along cf (X) to 
S I with at least first order contact. Thus h* (I S'l) I S 1. Q. E. D. 

Remrark. As promised, we give now a proof of Lemma 3.1. We have 
the exact bundle sequence 

0 -> T (Pn) (/-x) -> T oH*[i-" O k( 1) 

and, since H (PR, Q (H*A-1)) = (, h1), it will suffice to show 

HI (P, D (T (Pn) ? H*A) 0 

for 161. From (4.4) we have 

,(4. 7) O -- H1* A - (H*tfi-) n+1 - T (Pn) 0K . 

From the exact cohomology sequence of (4. 7) it follows that 

HI (X> Q (T (Pn) ( 0 ) ?( > 0), 

provided that n > 2. 
Q.E.D. 
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(ii) Embeddings in abelian varieties. Let X be a compact algebraic 
manifold. If we fix a point xO C X, then there is def-ined an Abelian variety 
Ax, the Albanese variety of X, and regular mapping VI: X -> Ax which has 
the following universal property: Given any complex torus T and a mapping 
$: X -> T, there exists t~ E T and a homomorphism 0: Ax-> T such that 
t (x) # 6+ (x) + t. (x E X). We say that t is normalized if t (xo) is the 
identity in T. 

LEMMA 4. 1. Let A be an abelian variety and p: XZ->A a positive 
normalized embedding. Then Ax is a finite covering torus of A and 0 is, the 
projection homomorphism. 

Proof. Letting T=T(A) I +(X) and l=&2 (T(X)*), we get from 
O- T (X)-> T -> N -> O the sequence 

(4.8) 0O (X,Q(T*) HO(XQ1)0 

Now T (Ax) HO (X, f2l), T, (A) *-H O(A, 01 (A) ) )H HO (X, Q (T*)) and 
y: T,(A)*- T Te(Ax)* is just the transpose of O*, the differential of 0 at the 
identity. The Lemma then follows from (4.8). Q. E. D. 

From Lemma 4.1 we may easily prove 

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be an abelian variety. Then a positive em- 
bedding 0: X ->A (dim X ?2) is uniquely determined, up to an auto- 
morphism of A, by its normal bundle. 

3. On ample hypersurfaces. We discuss now some applications of 
the rigidity theorem; the main one of these is 

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be an algebraic manifold of dimension n_?2. 
Then there exists an integer IXO =1L(X) such that the following is true: 
If W, W' are any two nonsingular varieties for which we have embeddings 
c: X -* W, p': XZ-* W' as hyperplane section, and if we have an equivalence 

-s, X', for _uo, then there exists a biregular mapping (: W-> W' such 
that 

W 

X Wb 

commutes. 

Remark. Briefly we may say that an algebraic variety of dimension ? 3 
is determined by a finite neighborhood of a hyperplane section. 
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Let X be an algebraic variety of dimension n ? 2 and W a non-singular 
variety of dimension n + 1. We say that an embedding p: X - W is ample 
if, and only if, the line bundle Lo [+p (X)] on W is positive. Equivalently, 
I Loj I for large , should give a projective embedding. Clearly, if ( is 
ample and if C C W is any curve, then p (X) nC 7#0. Also the normal 
bundle No to + (X) C W is positive. Conversely, we have 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 0: X-- W be an embedding such that No is 
positive and such that p (X) n C w 0 for any curve C C W. Then p is ample. 

Proof. By the same argument as in IV. 1, there exists a neighborhood 
U of +(X) C W and a po such that: 

(i) For j>pt we have 

HO(Uj,7(Lt/,)) 7HO(X,Q2(Nol)) -*0; 

(ii) LOA I gives a projective embedding d>: U -> PN. 

By VIII. 3 below, we may further assume: 

(iii) The E. E. Levi form in a neighborhood of AU has everywhere n 
positive eigenvalues. By (iii) we see that, for any holomorphic bundle E -> W, 
the restriction mapping gives an isomorphism 

0O*H (W, 0 (E)) .Hq(U,Q(E)) 0 

for q < n -1. Since n> 23 we get, in particular, 

OHO (TV, U (E) ) --> HO (U, Q (E) ) .O 

Thus we can extend (D to a holomorphic m'napping D: W-> PN. 

Consider now the differential FD of D: W -* PN. Since b (X) n cU 0 
for any curve C, it follows that 4be is singular at finitely many points. But 
then it follows easily that Lo -* W is positive. Q. E. D. 

COROLLARY 4. 1. The following are equivalent: 

(i) (p:X-*Wis ample; 

(ii) N-*X is positive and (p(X) UC> O for every irreducible curve C.. 

(iii) There exists a positive bundle L -* W and E HO(W, o (L)) such 
that 0 (X)= {wEW: (w) O=}. 

Remark. Proposition 4.3 is closely related to a theorem of Nakai [16] 
which reads: 
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(*) Let X C W be a hypersurface such that Xr Y > 0 for any sub- 
variety Y C W of dimension r < n + 1. Then X is ample. 

In order to prove (*) from the Corollary above, we introduce the 
seemingly more general statement 

(#) Let E-> W be a line bundle such that (E)r. Y> 0 for any r- 
dimensional sub-variety Y C W. Then E is positive. 

Remark. (E) Y is defined in the obvious way using the Chern class 
of E. 

In order to prove (*), using the Corollary above it will suffice to show 
that the normal bundle N->X is positive. But this follows from (#) in 
one dimension lower, since for Y C X an r-dimensional variety, (N) r. Y 
=X r Y> 0 because of N= [X] I X. On the other hand, (*) is true for 
n 1 since deg N X X> 0. Thus, by induction, we may assume that (*) 
holds in dimension n, (#) holds in dimension n -1, and show that (#) 
holds in dimension n. The argument for this is not difficult and will be 
omitted. 

Proof of Theorem 4. 1. Assuming X,- X',, for > _uo the integer for 

the rigidity theorem, we find neighborhoods U, U' of +p (X), +p'(X) in W, W' 
and a biholomorphic map @: U -> U' such that 

U 

X ~ 

U, 

commutes. Furthermore, we may assume that U and U' are embedded in a 
projective spaces of the same dimension by I LoIo I and I L J, I respectively. 
But then b extends to a meromorphic mapping 4: W-> W' and the argu- 
ment of Proposition 4. 3 shows that 1 is everywhere defined. The same holds 
for @-1 and thus F: W -> W' is biregular. Q. E. D. 

4. A partial generalization to higher codimension. Let G (n, r) be 
the Grassmann variety of rn-planes in Cm+r. Over G (in, r) there is the 
universal bundle F(m, r) whose fibre over CE G (n, r) is just the rn-dimen- 
sional vector space e. There is the usual exact sequence 

(4.9) O - F(m, r) 3 Cm+r3 E(m, r) - 0 

where Cm+r is the trivial bundle G (mn, r) X Cm+r. We remark that dim G (in, r) 
=m mr and that 
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(4. 10) T (G (m, r) ) -- Homn(F (m, r), E (m, r) ) 

One main difficulty in generalizing IV. 3 above is the following: 

PROPOSITION 4.4 [8]. E(m,r) -> G(m,r) is weakly positive if, and 
only if, r=--1. 

At the moment, we shall thus settle for a generalization of the implica- 
tion (iii) a (ii) in Corollary 4. 1. Let then E-> W be a holomorphic bundle 
with fibre Cr over the compact variety W of dimension n + r (r 1). Let 
further dim HO (W, Q (E) ) - m + r (m_? 0). 

Definition. We shall say that E -> W is ample if: (i) the global sections 
in HO (W, Q (E)) generate every fibre Ew; and (ii) if wo E W and if s,, * * *, sm 

E HO (W, (2(E)) are a basis for the sections which vanish at wo, then the 
differentials (dsa) (wo) (1? a? m) should span E,,?O Tw0(W)*. 

Remark. If E-> W is ample, then it is weakly positive (VI. 5). If, 
conversely, E -> W is weakly positive, then El - W is ample for a _uo. 

By definition, if E -> W is ample, then dim HO(W, Q2(E)) ? r + r(dim W). 
Thus E(m, r) is not ample if r> 1. On the other hand, T(Pt,) is ample 
(since the projective group acts transitively on the tangent directions to Pn) 
observe that dim HO (,, T (P)) =-- n2 + 2n n2 + n. 

If E ->TW is ample, we have the exact sequences 

p 
(4.11) 0oF- WXHO(W,Q(E)) - 

(4.12) F - EOT(W) 0 

where p,(w,s)- s(w) CEIAfor w EW, sEHO(W,rz(E)) and cr is given by 
=(s)- (ds)(w) since F,, sections sEHO(W,&2(E)) with s(w) ==O. 

Now the mapping w FwCHO(W, ?(E)) defines 4: W->G(m,r) 
such that (-1 (E(m, r))- E and cf1 (F(m, r)) F. The differential p) of 
c is a global section of 

Hom(T(W), -f1(T(G (m, r)))- Hom(T(W), Hom(F, E)) 

by (4.10). Thus 0* C Homr(Holm(E, F), T(W)*). On the other hand, there 
is a natural isomorphism 

Hom (Hom (E, F), T (W))_ Hom (F, E 0T(W)) 

and it is easy to see that, under this isomorphism, 0* corresponds to a given 
in (4. 12). That is, for all A C T(W), e* C E*, f C F, we have 

<A, p* (e* 0 f) > =- <et A, a(f) >. 
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In particular, if C is onto, then 4)* is onto but the converse is not true unless 
r- 1. Thus 4: W - G(m, r) is an embedding but this does not make 
+- (E (n, r)) ample unless r 1. In fact, we can prove 

PROPOSITION 4.5. 4-1 (E(m,r)) is ample if 4): W-> G(m,r) is an 
embedding and if the holomorphic second fundamental form of 4) (W) 
C G (m, r) (cf. VI. 3) is non-degenerate. 

Thus, in order that 4)-1(E(m,r)) be ample, +(W) must be sufficiently 
twisted in G(m,r). 

THEOREM 4. 2. Let s CE H (W, Q (E) ) and set X = {w E W: s (w) == }. 
Then, assuming E -> W is ample, X* Y > 0 for every irreducible variety 
Y C W of dimension r. 

Remarks. (i) The normal bundle N of X C W is given by N = E I X. 
Thus N -> X has whatever positivity is present in E -> W. In particular, 
N is weakly positive. 

(ii) For r 1, this includes the implications (iii) e (ii) of Corollary 
4. 1. Indeed, LA, X is ample for large A, and 4 (X) * C - 1/a(LA) * C > 0. 

(iii) Theorem 4. 2 does not follow from the fact that w -> F gives an 
embedding 4: W-> G(m,r). In fact, Theorem 4.2 is false for E(m,r) 
--> G(m, r). 

(Proof. For a = (a1, * ,a,) with 0<aa < . * < aX m+ r, the 
(generic) Schubert variety Qa C G(m, r) is defined ([10], ?XIV.2); 

r 
dim Oa= at- r(r-1). If b = (b1, * ,bb) is such that dim Oa + dim Qb 

-mr, then Oa 
- Qb ? O and Oa - 2 b > O if, and only if, a? + b ?m> ? + r 

(1 ? i_ r). For 0 < s?_ r, we let Qs be the Schubert variety with the symbol 
s r-s 

(m,. ,mr+s -, m+s+, * *, m +r). Then dimQ58=mr-s, and 

in fact O, is dual to c8(E). Now we have fZr ib=f cr(E) =0 if say 

b = (0, 2, 3, * , r- 1, r + 1) (for the notations see the proof of Theorem 
4. 2). At the last step we have, of course, used that r > 1.) 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let c(E) cO + * +cr (cECH2 (W,Z)) be 
the total Chern class of E -- W. Then, if yC H2H (W, Z) is the homology class 
of Y., 

(4.13) X * Y _ <cr, y> 
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where < , >: H2r(W,Z) 0H2T(W,Z) -iZ is the usual pairing. In order 
to prove Theorem 4. 1, we shall prove the more general 

THEOREM 4. 2. Let Y C W be a irreducible variety of dinmension q, 
0 < q ? r. Then, with the above notation, 

(4.14) <Cq, y> > O. 

Now E fits in the exact bundle sequence 

p 
(4~~~~~~ -S) F ->Cm+r- ) E-- 0 

where Cm+r is the trivial bundle W X HO (W, f2 (E)). The flat metric in the 
middle term induces then a metric in E and there are then defined real (q, q) 
forms Oq on W with dOq = 0 and such that Oq represents the de Rham class of 
cq. Then 

(4.16) <Cq5 Y> J Oq 

and it will suffice to show that Oq I Y gives a volume element. This is a local 
differential-geometric question, and we shall use the concepts and notations 
developed in ? VI below. 

The curvature form ? in E is locally written as ? = {Op3} where 

?po= E(?)pai A Zii (1 p,u, -r; r 1< ij ? n + r). 

Also, the Oq are uniquely defined by (cf. [5]): 

(4*IT) ztrqa det ( V-tlr 
t=o 

where Jr is the r X r unit matrix. Thus, if S (q) permutation group on q 
letters, 

(4.18) 6 ( i 
2,7r :pl< ..<pq_r 7r E S(q) 

?p17r(pi) A* A E?pqr(pq) 

Now, by VII.3 below, ? is given as ? tb A b where b =- {bap} with 

bap bapilw' (1 a nm) 

is a global holomorphic sectioh of Hom (E, T (W) * ? F) called the second 
fundamental form of F in Cm+r (cf. VI. 3 where this terminology is justified). 
In the present case, b is just 0* where : We-> G (n, r) is the embedding of 
W in the Grassmannian such that q-1 (4.9) = (4.15). Explicitly, 
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m 
(4. 19) opoij . bapibaaj, 

a=1 

Given any point wO E W, we may find local holomorphic coordinates z 
= (z1 * - , zn+r) centered at wO, a trivialization of E near wo, and generators 
s* *s for FI, C HO (W, 12 (E) ) such that 

3s 'P (4.20) bapi(WO) =j (wo). 

Furthermore, if Y C W is a non-singular subvariety of dimension q and 
passing through wo, we may assume that Y is locally defined by zi 0 
(q < j n + r) and, since E -* W is ample, we may choose our frames so 
that 

(4. 21) klap (wo) 8,0c ( , q_ ). 

LEMMA 4. 3. 

q(q-1). 

(4.22) Oq (_1) 2(V 1q E Bpa A Bpa 
q. 2-7r P=tP,,--psPq) 

a=(ai, --aq) 

where Bpa - ' 
b7r(a,) P1 A* A b7r(aq) pq (1 ?pi < ... < pq ? r) and where 

7r e S(q) 
a = (a1, * , aq) runs over all q-tuples of integers selected from (1, *, im). 

Proof. 2 (I1)w?P1P7r(p1) A A * p\7r(p.) - (by (4.19)) 
r E S(q) 

(1)7rba1p, A bair(pi) A . .A baqpq A baq7r(pq) a=(aj -,aq) 
2rS(q) 

q(q-l) 

(1) 2 1 (1)balp1 A . . . A baqpq A bair (pi) A . . . A baq7r(pq) 

q(q-1) 

(-1) 
2 

baip, A . . . A baqPq A b7r-laapi A . . . A b5r-I(aq)pq 
a,or 

_1 q(q-:L) 

.- 1)q! 2 Bpa A Bpa. Combining this with (4.18), we get 

q(q-1) 

oq 
1 ) 

2 - qEBpa A F3pan 0q I (-1) 2 
a 

which proves the Lemma. 

We may now complete the proof of Theorem 4. 2'. Let Y pass through 
w0 and choose local frames cl, . . .,tr such that wo = 0 on Y for q < j 
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< n + r. Furthermore, choose a local frame for E so that (4. 21) is satisfied. 
Now let ao (1,- ,1) and po- (1, *,q). Then 

q(q-1) 

Bpos, (wo) ==q!(_1) 2 wl A A zq 

and so, by (4.22) 

(Oq I Y) (WO) 2 (\2- (1 A* . .. A -q Ai1A -*A o 

+ (non-negative terms). 
Thus 9q I Y is a volume element. Q. E. D. 

Remark. We can generalize Theorem 4. 2' a little as follows: Let Y C W 
be an irreducible subvariety of dimension s, and let q1, *, qt, 1 ? q,h c r, 

t 
satisfy q =-s. Then we have 

/t=1 

THEOREM 4. 3. <Cqj. Cqv q > > 0. 

Proof. For simplicity, we assume that t 2. Thus let p, q satisfy 
1?p, q r and p + q = s. We agree on the ranges of indices 1 < a,/3 < p; 
p?+l?p,,v p + q. Then, by (4.22), 

OV A Oq- -\/_l 
q 

a=(a,, -,ap 

d--(df1v' 
* 

,dq) 

{Bpa A Bpa A Bad A Bad} 

(-1) j(p+q)(V+q-1) \/-1~ VBa,B4ApAB 
= (-li(P+)(P+2)(^\- Y) Bpa A Bad A Bpa A Bad- p!q! 2-r /P,o' 

a,d 

As above, we let Y pass through w, and be given locally by z1- 0 
(s < j? n + r). Furthermore, we choose our local E-frame so that b1pj (wo) 

0 for p > p, j > p, b1mo (wo)=3fla; and b2pj(wO) = O for 0 5 j < p, p > q, 
j > p + q, b21ipV (wo) == St. It is possible to do this since E W is ample. 
Now let 6-, 

. 
*,n be chosen so that wo1(wo) =dzl and w 0 on Y for 

j> p +q. Then, ifpo= - (l,* * , p), ro-=(p+l1,*-*-, p +q), ao -(l, * * ,1),I 
do= (2,. . . 

1 (p+q)(p+q-1) 

pq (Bpoao A Baoao I Y) (wo) = (-) 
wl A . . . A wP A 6'1A\ A * A w f. 
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Thus 0p A 0q2 Y is a volume element. Q. E. D. 

Appendix to ? IV: Numerically Positive Bundles. Let W be an alge- 
braic manifold of dimension n. 

Definition. Let ( be a real closed form of type (s, s) on W. Then we 

write ( > 0 to mean that f cp> 0 for all subvarieties Y C W of dimension s. 

Now let E--> W be a holomorphic bundle with total Chern class 

r 

c(E) Ec,, (c, EH2j(W,Z)). We consider vectors I= (i1, i,r) of non- 
j=o 

negative integers and set cl c1,1 = . cr I = i1 + 2i2 + + rir. Then 

Theorem 4. 3 may be rephrased as follows: If E W is ample, then 

(A. 1) el > for all I with I I_n. 

As remarked in IV. 3, (A. 1) characterizes positive line bundles but for 
general vector bundles there are additional more subtle numerical inequalities 
which hold for ample bundles. After discussing these in ?? A. 1 and A. 2, 
we shall in ? A. 3 outline a proof of the Theorem that, if all the numerical 
inequalities for E -* W are satisfied, then the bundles EA are ample for j .> o. 

A. 1. The Cone of Positive Polynomials for Ample Bundles. As an 
example of the additional numerical relations which hold for general bundles, 
we show 

PROPOSITION A. . If E- W is ample, then 

(A. 2) c12 2c2 > O. 

Proof. We use the notations from IV. 4. Thus 

01 -\/- 1 
bap A bap 27r 1:5a-zm 

and 

02 -1(82 bap A bdu A (bap A bde +bdp A baq). 
1C a,d?m 

Consequently, 

O:2 _202 

V-(\/2 1){E bap A bdo A bap A bdo-( Ebap A bda 

A bap A bda + bap A bdu A/bdp ba )}. 

9 
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Now 

(bap A bdU-bdp A bau) A (bap A bdUbdp A ba-) 
a,d 

- bap A bda A bap A bda - bap A bda A bdp A' aa- 
a,d a,d 

Adding this last inequality to 092 202, we get 

012 202 

_-(Vl) { Y bap A bda A bap A bd- 2 E bap A bda A bap A bda} 27r p,? P<O 

-(V21) 2 bap A bdp A bap A bdp- 

As in the proof of Theorem 4. 3, we find easily that, if E -> W is ample, then 

-(\/_ 1) bap A bdp A bap A bdp > 0. 

Q. E. D. 
To get an idea what Proposition A. 1 means, consider the case where 

E = F 0 G is a sum of positive line bundles F, G with respective Chern 
classes f, g. Then C12-2c2= (f+g)2_2fg=f2+g2 >0. 

In this particular case with E = F 0 G, we have C12 -/C2 > Ci2 - 4C2 

(f _ g) 2 ? o provided that 0 ? ,8 < 4. However this stronger type of 
relation will not hold in general. In fact, one may find an ample bundle E 
for which we have an exact sequence 0 -O F -- E-> G -* 0 such that: 

(i) G --W is positive; 

(ii) f?0 and f20 ;and 

(iii) fg g2. 

Then c12- 3c2=(f+g)2-3fg=-fg+g2=o. 
This all suggests the following construction: Let xi, x,xr be indeter- 

minants (over Q) and write formally 

l + Xlt +. - * + Xrtr =-(l + y1lt) 
. . . ( l + -Yrt). 

We consider the ring R of polynomials 

p ( Xl, ** Xr ) - plX, 
I 

(I iln* ** nir) n XI Xi" ** Xrtrn p, E Q), 

and we grade R by assigning to xl the weight I I = il + 2i2 + * + rr. 

Then R = ? Rs and Rs . Rt C R+t. We want to define the positive cone 
8s20 
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n C R and this is done as follows: An element P C Rs may be uniquely 
written as a homogeneous symetric polynomial a (y, , y,) of degree s: 

P (X1,i *, Xr) o(yi, * Yr) - E qj 

(J (1in. . jr),yJyjYil. -Yrirnj I =jl ? * +jr) 

We say then that P is positive, written P > 0, if P 7& 0 and all j-j ? 0. Let 
][s C Rs be the set of positive polynomials, 11 = 0 11s the positive cone. 

Definition. We say that E -* W lies in the position cone if P8 (cl, Cr) 
> O for all Ps C ls (O ? s < n). 

Remarks and Examples. (i) If r - 1, fls - all polynomials Axs with 

A> 0. Thus, if E -> W is a line bundle which lies in the positive cone, 
then E is positive and viceversa. 

(ii) I' - polynomials Axi with A > 0, "2 = polynomials ax,2 + /x2 
with a ? 0, p + 2ca 0 , and where at least one of the inequalities is strict. 

(iii) fls *I[t C 11S+t. Therefore xI C II['I since 

Xi xli * . xr.r and xq E yjl **yjq E nII 
1 iI< * <jq<r 

(iv) Given r, there is for each s an important distinguished element 
cb, C Rs which arises from the positive symmetric polynomial 

(A. 3 ) us (Yin . . . n Yr) E yljl- * *Yrir. 
l+-* *+jr=S 

For example, 

"40 (X1 . . .,X ) Xr 1 

(A. 4) (xln 
. . 

Xr) X1 (A2 (x41 *X . . Xr) x12 -X2 

LD (X1, 
. . 

Xr) X13 2X1X2 + X3, etc. 

An interpretation of the polynomials (Ps will be given in Lemma A. 1 in 
?A. 3 below. 

(v) The same sort of calculations as in the proofs of Theorems 4. 2, 
4. 3 and Proposition A. 1 gives us 

THEOREM A. 1. If E-> W is ample, then E lies in the positive cone. 

(vi) The condition that E -> W lie in the positive cone is, in some 
respects, rather weak. For example, let X, Y be non-singular curves 
and G -X, H-> Y positive line bundles. Set W- X X Y, F= G 0 H, 
E = F 0 H. Then every symmetric power E'l contains HI, as a direct sum- 
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mand, so that no power of E is ample. On the other hand, E is in the 
positive cone since acc2 + ,/C2 = c (f + h)2 -2+ /fh = (2a +? ) gh > O. 

A. 2. Numerically Positive Bundles. The example (vi) in ? A. 1 shows 
that there are still further relations which should be present for an ample 
bundle E -- W. To see what these should be, we consider the following two 
fundamental properties of an ample (or positive, or weakly positive) bundle: 
(1) If E- W is ample and if Y C W is a subvariety, then Ey E I Y is 
ample; and (2) if E -* W is ample, then any quotient bundle Q of E is ample. 

Definition. Let E -* W be a holomorphic vector bundle. Then we shall 
say that E is numerically positive if, for any subvariety Y C W and any 
quotient bundle Q of Ey, Q lies in the positive cone. 

In particular, the bundle in example (vi) of A. 1 is not numerically 
positive since H is a quotient bundle of E and H I X X (pt.) is trivial. In 
fact, our main result is 

THEOREM IV. Let E-> W be a holomorphic vector bundle. Then, if E 
is positive, the bundles El, are numerically positive if u>O . Conversely, if 
E is numerically positive, then the bundles EV are positive for v __ vo. 

Before giving the proof of Theorem IV in ? A. 3 below, we make some 
preliminary remarks. First, if E -e W is positive, then the bundles El, (u >? j4) 
are ample for ,u__ > so that one-half of the Theorem follows from Theorem 
A. 1. Also, the bundles El (v v?P) are all positive if, and only if, the 
following vanishing theorem holds: For 5 -> W a coherent analytic sheaf, 
we have 

(A.5) Hq(W,20 i(Ev)) 0 for q>1 and v?v (2). 

To prove the other half of Theorem IV, we shall thus prove (A. 5). 

A. 3. Proof of Theorem IV. 

(i) Let E* W be the dual bundle to E and P(E*) - W the asso- 
ciated bundle of projective spaces. Over P(E*) there is a tautological line 
bundle L* whose fibre L*: ( CP(E*)) is the line [] C E*r) There is 
an obvious mapping 1: L* .7r-1 (E*) and we define : 7r- (E) -> L by 

<0 (4, e), .X> - <ql (4, )*) , e> (t E P (E*) 

e C E7) A* L*@). Then o induces 4,): r-1 (E) -> L/ and, for any coherent 
sheaf -> W, the cohomology mappings 
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Hq 6) G(W, ( 0f(EA)) ->Hq(P (E*),,-1 (S - f(EA)) ) >/j 
(A.6) 

Hq (P (E*), 7r-1 () (L)) 

are all isomorphisms. Thus, by (A. 5), in order to prove Theorem IV it 
will suffice to show 

PROPOSITION A. 2. If E -> W is numerically positive, then L -> P (E*) 
is numerically positive. 

(ii) We suppose that we have in E -V W an Hermitian metric and let 
0q (O q r) be the real (q, q) form which represents cq(E) E H 2q(W Z) 

(cf. (4.17)). Then there is naturally induced in L-+P(E*) a metric and 
we denote by 0 the corresponding (1,1) form on P(E*) which represents 
c1 (L) =w. 

LEMMA A. 1. (7r*(s+r-1) 4S('01, Or) + (exact form) where 7* is 

integration over the fibre and where Jb8 E flS is given by (A. 3). 

Proof. Over P(E*) we have the exact bundle sequence 

(A. 7) 0 F - 1(E) -L O. 

Therefore, if c (F) = do + -* + dr-1, we have 

(A.8) cq=dq+dqlw (O?q?r). 

By (A. 8), the alternating sum , (- 1) qC6r-q telescopes to zero, and we get 
q=O 

the identity wr = y (- 1) q+lCqcr-q. More generally, we have 
q>O 

(A. 9) 8,9+r= pi ( +Cq(,) 8+r-q. 
r?q>0 

Since or-1 I 7r1j (w) is a normalized volume, r* (Or-1) is the constant func- 
tion 1 on W. Inductively we assume that 

(A. 10) ir* (08+r-t) = 's+1-t(61, O * r) + (exact form) (1 ? t ? s + r) 

and we shall show that 

(A. 11) 7w* (Os+r) - s+l (01 * Oq) + (exact form). 

Since (by (A. 9)) 

08+r = ( 1) +1s+r-q A 7r* (Oq) + (exact form), 
O<q?r 

7r*(f8+r) = > ( )q+lr* (0s+r-q) A 0q -+ (exact form). 
O<q<r 
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By (A. 1O), r (s+r) = , ( 1)1+10, A ,s+i-q(01iy 0,q) + (exact form) 
o<qtr 

and where CJ? = 0 for s < 0. Thus what we have to prove is 

(A. 12) Xr+1,. * xi) = s ( X1)r)qZq+I?q(x1, * 
O_q<r 

By (A. 3) and induction, (A. 12) amounts to the identity 

(A. 13) i*+*+ir=S+1 ljl< <jq+l-r 

Yji *YJq+i E lk1 . . .*kr 

We now use the notations 

I= (i1, *,i), K (1c, * ,kr), I il+ + jr 

YI ~'1i:-. ri 

Also, A, B, C will stand for r-tuples (a1, * ar) with aj = 0 or 1. With 

this understood, (A. 13) becomes 

(A. 14) yl= (- ) Aj-11A,1K. 
A+K=I 

Given I= (i1, * ,i7r), we define Aj (ai, *,ar) by aj=O if ij=O, 
aj 1 if ij > O. Then 

(A. 15) , ( IAI-1eA7K ( 2 (-1) IjB1-7B_C)1-Ai 
A+K=I B+C=Ai 

Since y-/IAII-A , by (A. 14) and (A. 15) it will suffice to prove 

Y A (l) IBI-17B7C. 
B+C=Ai 

By changing the notation, this becomes the equation 

. . . yt =yi(y . yt) - yiyj(yi . . .yt) 
(A. 16) Kj 

Now (A. 16) is easy to check and this proves (A. 11). 

(iii) We pause to give an application of Lemma A. 1. 

For Y C W a subvariety and F-* Y a line bundle, set 

x(Y,F(p)) Y ( )Hq(Y.Q(F EA) 
O0qcs-dim Y 

Furthermore we set x (Y, tu) x (Y, ()) where I is the trivial bundle. 

PROPOSITION A. 3. x(Y, ju) is a polynomial in A with leading coefficient 
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(A.17) (s+r-1)! *,.q) 

Proof. Set Y l(Y) C P(E*) and 

S+r-1 

X ( Yrn j) : y (-1 ) q dim Hq ( Yr, Q (L)). 
q=O 

By (A. 6) with e- =--, x (Y, i-) = X (Y1r, j). By the Riemann-Roch theorem 
([9], ?20.4), X(Y1r,(L) is a polynomial in pi with leading coefficient 

tt 
8+r-1 

8+r-1 /k 8s+r-1 

(A. 18) (s + r-1 ! Y> = (s + r )!Y r-1. 

But 9s+r-1= 7r*(0S+r-1) and then (A. 17) follows from this, (A. 18), 

and (A.11). 

(iv) Definition. A connected non-singular subvariety Z C P (E*) is 
said to be fibered over Y C W if 7r(Z) = Y, if X- j Z has constant rank, and 
if the varieties z nl 7r1(y) C P(E*,) all have degree 1. 

LEMMA, A. 2. The subvarieties Z C P(E*) which are fibered over Y C W 
are in a one-to-one correspondence with the quotient bundles Qz of Ey = E I Y. 

Proof. A point eC P(E*) is given by a line [e] C E*Sr(). Let Z be 
fibered over Y and let yc Y. We set F,-{eC E: <[], e>=-0 for all 

ECz n -1 (y)}. Then U F= Fz form a vector bundle over Y which is 
V E Y 

clearly a sub-bundle of Ey. We then set Qz = Ey/Fz. Since this process is 
reversible, we are done. 

Remark. In a natural way, Z- P (Q*7) and L I Z corresponds to the 
dual of the tautological line bundle L*z over P(Q*z). 

(v) LEMMA A. 3. If Z C P(E*) is fibered over Y C W and if 
t = dim Z, then, if E -> W is numerically positive, 

(A. 19) I t > 0. 

Proof. Let Vi be a real (1, 1) form on Z which represents c(Lz). 
Assume that s dim Y so that Qz has fibre dimension t - s + 1 and write 
c (Qz) = ho + + ht-8+1. Then, by the Remark following Lemma A. 2 
and Lemma A. 1, 

(A. 20) J Oh. .t= . * ht-s+4)( 
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Since E -* W is numerically positive, Qz -* Y is in the positive cone and 

A bs (ho7, * * * b ht-8el1) > o. Q. E. D. 

(vi) Now in order to prove Proposition A. 2 we must show that, for 
any irreducible Z C P (E*) of dimension t, 

(A. 21) I t > O. 

For those Z which are fibered over some Y C W, (A. 19) gives (A. 21). In 
fact, Lemmas A. 2 and A. 3 contain the essential idea of the general proof 
but they need to be extended a little. In order to illustrate what has to be 
done, we prove a special case of (A. 21). 

LEMMA A.4. (A.21) holds if t==1. 

Proof. If 7r(Z) = point we are done so that we may assume that Z 
is an rn-sheeted branched covering over Y = 7r (Z). Let A C Z be the branch 
locus and D=7r(A). For yE Y, let z1(y), * ,zm(y) be the (not neces- 
sarily distinct) points in r-1 (y) n Z and set L#O = Lz1(y8)0* . .0 LZm(y)* 
Then L# U L#O is a line bundle over Y and there is an obvious mapping 

/ Y 

+: Eym -> L#O 0. Since E - W is numerically positive, f t'> 0 where 

q=ci(L#). Now fb ==J r*O f X r*(7rO) But 

1 m 1 
('7r*O) (y) =-E. 0 (z (y)) and so rz* (r*O) = (7e-'L#) 

since =ce(L). Thus 0=I 7r*fr>0. Q.E.D. 

(vii) For a variety V, let H* (V) =iHq (V) be the rational algebraic 
homology ring: Hq (V) C H2q (V, Q) is the subspace over Q generated by 
the algebraic cycles. Let yr, ,*yk be a minimal set of effective * generators 
for H* (W) and set ,, gr'- (-ya) (1 < a ? 7c). If X is an algebraic cycle on 

P (E*) dual to cl (L), then H* (P (E*) ) is generated by the products 

frj,= with the relation E ( 1)%rq. rl(Cq) 0 (cq EHq(W)). 
q=o 

LEMMA A. 6. m may be chosen to be an effective cycle. 

Proof. We must show that HO (P (E*), Q2 (LA)) #70- for m sufficiently 

* i. e. =y- s1j,,Yl, where Y,are irreducible subvarieties and 0j . > O. 
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large, i.e. HO(W, 7z(EA))) 0 for t large. Let H C W be a hyperplane 
section. By induction on the dimension of W, we may assume that the 
bundles E'H (v?vo,EH E I H) are ample. Set D= [H] so that Q(D*) 
is the ideal sheaf of H C W. Then we may find A0 so that 

Hq (H, Q (DJH? EXH)) =0 

for ff O, A ? A0, 0 < q. From the exact cohomology sequences of 

0 3 Q(Da-1l EX) > Q (DaE x) --> Q (DoH? EXH) -?0 

we get Hq(W, Q(DG? EX) ) =- 0 for a 0> 0, AX> A0, q > 1 and 

HI ( W, 2 (Da-l' EX)) -> HI (W, Q o(a Ex)) -30 

for a 0, A? A0. Since X (W, A) y (_ 1) q dim Hq (W, Q (Ex) ) is a poly- 
nomial in A with leading coefficient cAX+r-l (c > 0), it follows that 
dim HO (W, a (EX) ) --oo as A -oo. This proves the lemma. 

(viii) We shall call a variety Z C P(E*) linear if, for each wE W, 
the irreducible components of Z n -r7- (w) are each linear subspaces of 

P(E*W). Since 4pja wJ -r-1(yao) w is effective, and o I P(E*W) is a hyper- 
plane section, it follows that the varieties pja! (O ? j .? r -1) are linear. The 
same is true of any variety Y,j wl (O0 j r 1), Y C W, YF _= 7(Y). 

Let now Z C P (E*) be irreducible of dimension t -1 and suppose that 
Y =r(Z) is of dimension s. Then Z 1r- (y) (y E Y generic) is rationally 
equivalent to v(Z)kt-8 where v(Z) > 0 and 1t-s is a linear subspace of 
dimension t -s in P(E*,). Suppose that Y -)E patyac so that Y pa$a. 

Then Z-I v(Z) Y p,,a(r-i)-(t-s) -_1 V(Z)Qw(r 1) (t8). Yr. The conclusion is 

LEMMA A. 7. It will suffice to verify (A. 21) for linear varieties 
Z C P(E*). 

LEMMA A.8. (A. 21) is true for linear varieties. 

Proof. Let Z C P(E*) be irreducible and linear. We shall assume that 
Z Z-ZP(E*v) is connected (yE Y 7r(Z)), the general case may be 
deduced from this special case by using branched coverings and symmetric 
products as in Lemma A. 5. Now Z, spans a linear subspace F. C E*y 
and F U F, is a so-called quasi-linear space [6]. This F defines (in the 

VE Y 
usual manner) a coherent quotient sheaf Z of 2 (Er) (D = n (Ey)/IS where 
the sections of (D C 0i (E) are those sections s of Q (Er) such that <Fy, s (y) > 

0 for all y in the domain of s). The proof now may be completed by 
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using the IRiemann-Roch and directly generalizing the argument of Lemma 
A. 3 (which applied to the case where D is locally free). 

V. Positive Embeddings and Monoidal Transformations. 

1. Monoidal transformations. Let X C W be an embedding of a com- 
plex manifold X in a complex manifold W. Suppose that dim X n, 

7r 

codim X = r> 1, and that N > X is the normal bundle. By replacing 
each x in X by P (Nm), the projective normal space to X at x, we obtain 
a new manifold W, the monoidal transform of W along X. There is a 
hypersurface X C l and a proper mapping C: W -> W such that: (i) C: 
W -X W -X; (ii) X may be identified with P(N) and Coi X is the 
map induced by ir; and (iii) if L= [X], then L I P(N_) =H* where H is 
the hyperplane bundle. 

7r 

Thus, e.g., if E > X is a holomorphic vector bundle, we may embed 
X C E as zero cross section. Furthermore, C* acts on E -X and gives rise 
to a line bundle L (E) -> P (E). Using then the above notation, W = L (E), 
X = P (E) embedded in W as zero-section, and W - X is naturally identified 
with W -X. 

In order to describe monoidal transformations locally, we may assume 
that W C Cn+r is the unit polycylinder with coordinates (z-1, ., Zn; W1i , ** W, 

and that X C TV is given by w - * wr =0. Let P,i have homogeneous 
coordinates [to . , tr]. Then W C W X Pri is given as 

{(z, w,t) : wp t - tp w, - O; 1 C,o,pu-v~r} 

The mapping w: W-> W is induced by the projection W X P,1 -->W and 
X=-' (X) X Pr-,. 

Finally, we shall yield to custom and write E-1 for E* whenever E is a 
line bundle. 

2. Construction of a blowing down map. We shall discuss the fol- 
lowing question: Let X C W be complex submanifold of codimension 1 and 

7r 

set L [X]. Suppose that X- > Y is a fibre bundle with fibre 7r-1(y) 
P Pr-:, and that L I P H-1. We should then like to show that 

there is a manifold Z D Y such that W is the monoidal tranisform of Z along 
7r 

Y and where X is the inverse image of Y, the mapping X > Y being 
induced by the projection C: W -> Z. In this case we say that we can blow 
down W along X. 
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We shall prove that it is possible to blow down W along X in case W 
is compact and with the assumption that the (hypothetical) normal bundle 
of Y in Z is positive. More precisely, we let L j X = N and assume that N 
has signature (n, (r -1)) (cf. ?VI.3 below) where n+r -1 = dim X. 
This assumption is an analytic way of expressing the geometric hypothesis 
that no further blowing down of Z along Y can occur. 

THEOREM. Let W be a closed algebraic variety and X C W a subvariety 
which satisfies the above assumption. Then we can blow down W along X 
to a non-singular algebraic variety Z. 

Proof. (a) Let F--* W be a positive line bundle. Then F I P1 = HI 
and we assume that I>2. Set E= F0L IX and denote by R.(12 (E)) 

the q-th Leray sheaf of the pair (,Q(E) ;X - Y). 

LEMMA 5.1. There exists a line bundle G -* Y such that ir1 (G) = E. 

Proof. Let {U} be a covering of Y by small polycylinders. Then we 
may find isomorphisms 

,a: -7r- (Ua) > Uc X Pr- , and 0ap1: Us X Pr_ -> Ua X Pr-, 

will be written as paP-1(u7, p,) = (fa,,6(uP), g7a$f(uP)pP) where ga (uP) is a 
holomorphic family of projective transformations. Since E i Py is trivial, 
it follows that E j -'(Ua) is trivial and so we may choose an isomorphism 

+a: E | -(U,,) - -(Ua) X C. 

Then we have 

q: E 1r-1(Ua) 3UaXPr-,XC 

where i ,= (Oa, 1) oca . Clearly p = o6-1 is given as 

pa: (uP, pfi,f) = (fafl (UX), ga (UfP)Po, yafi (uf) 4,P) 

where y, (un ) is a no-where zero holomorphic function. It is then clear 
that, if we define G -> Y to be the line bundle given by the system of transi- 
tion functions, {yaf (UP) }; then -1(G) = E. 

(b) We recall now the formula 

(51) -Rrq 2( ex r-1Z) --- 7q (2) Xz 

where 5 -- X and Z -> Y are locally free coherent sheaves. 

* We remark that any fibre space with projective space as fibre is a fibre bundle. 
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LEMMA 5.2. For any Z-* Y as above and any integer ,u, there is a 
canonical isomorphism 

Hq (Y,0Q(GA) X S) _ Hq (Z, Q(EA) 07r-1 (Z) 

Proof. By Leray's theorem, there exists a spectral sequence {Er} such 
that E. m1 H* (X,Q ?(El%) 0 7r-1 () ) and 

E2p,q == HP ( Y, Rlrq (Q (EA) (@ 7r-1 (Z) 

Since E=7r'1(G), 

R7rq (a (El) 9Z,7r-1 (Z)) R7rq (ZX) JOz, Q (GA) Oz)er. 

But clearly Rq(Zx) = 0 for q > 0 and Roq (0X) y. Q. E. D. 

(c) We now prove the 

LEMMA 5.3. G -> Y is a positive line bundle. 

Proof. By well-known techniques, it will suffice to show that for any 
Z - Y a locally free coherent sheaf, Hq(Y, a(G-i) (D Z) = 0 for 0 ? q < n 
and /L __ O (Z). By the Lemma in (b), we may show that Hq(X, Q(E-A) 0 c5) 

0 for 0 ? q < n and p ? /(LQ), where -> X is coherent and locally free. 

Now E-' (F I X)-1(DN-. Since N-I has signature ((r -1),n) and 
F-1 I X has signature (0, n + r -1) ), it follows that, at every point x E X, 
the curvature form for E-' has signature ( (r -1 - a (x) ), (n + a (x) ) ) 
where a (x) ? 0. By the vanishing theorems (cf. ? VII. 3 below) it follows 
that Hq(X,Q(E-P )? e)=0 for 0<q<n and %>uIo (). Q.E.D. 

(d) By replacing G by a multiple Gk if necessary, we may assume that 
IG I gives a projective embedding I: Y -4 P8. In doing this we replace F 
by FkG and I by kl. 

From the lemma in (b) there is an isomorphism HO (Y, (2(G)) 
?HO (X, Q(E) ) and thus a diagram 

x 
7r Ps 

P 

where A is given by I Ej. We want to extend A to D: W - PN D PS so that 
( is biregular on W - X. In order to do this, we prove 
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LEMMA 5.4. Ef1(XI,(E0N-t)) O for 0 ?t?l. 

Proof. Set Et=F Ll0 L-t X. Then E0=E and El=F / X. Let 
w on Y be the curvature form for G -- Y (cf. ? VI. 5 below) and f on X 
the form for F j X. Then V/ gives a positive definite Kahler metric Y m 
on X and o lifted to X is real and positive semi-definite. Thus we may 

choose the wh, * so that w = 2 fi cwm A 7i where c? > . Since 

El ==Eo 0N-1, the curvature form q for N is given by q i= - l or 

(1= 21 (-I w? A z7j. Thus the curvature form qt for Et = Eo 0 N-t 

is given by 't= - t - 1 E (4I ? (I y t) citwi A i. Consequently, 

for 0 < t ? 1, lt > 0 and so Et is positive. 
We consider now the canonical bundle K of X. By using the bundle 

along the fibres, we see that K-= Ky(0Nr (Ky line bundle on Y). We 
want Et ?K-1 to be positive for 0 < t ? 1; by replacing G by GO Ky-1, it 
will suffice to have Et 0 N-r > 0 for 0 < t ? 1. 

Now we may assume that 0? c. ?- 1, because replacing F by F2 changes 

wi into wi = V2wi and ci into c! -= The curvature form (ot for Et 0E) N-r is 

v- 1 4 tp-t\-ir,1- r -) 
"st = I;h1+ ctI-I-L_ -I (C > wiA . 

Thus 

wt _ 2[ + ( )ci w c A (0i > O for O < t =C 1. 

It follows that H1 (X, Q (Et)) = 0 for 0 < t ?< 1. For t =0 , we may assume 
that H1 (X, Q (EQ)) = H1 (Y 52 (G) ) = 0. Q. E. D. 

(e) Set Ft=F ( Ll-t so that Ft I X =EE. 

For 0 ? tK <I we have the exact sheaf sequences 

cr p 
( 2 ) 0 <& (Ft+1 ) - > f2 (Ft ) - - 3 2 ( Et) -> 0 

where oa is multiplication by the local equation of X C W. By the lemma 
in (d) we get H' (W, Q (Ft,) ) - H' ( W, n (Ft) ) O for 0 < t < 1. But for 
t = I -1, Ft+1t= F and so H1(W, a (F)) =0. It follows that HI (W4 ?(Ft)) 
=0 for 0?t<l. 
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From the exact cohomology sequences of (5. 2), we have then the array: 

aT p 
Oo -> HO((Fl)) > H0(O(Fo)) - H0(f2(Eo)) -? 0 

I(r p 
o HO E ? H0(Q(F2)) - H?(Q(E1)) --> 0 

(5. 3) 

p 
O HO(sQ(Fj)) H?(Q(FI-1)) -> H((El1)) -> 0. 

If now P,** *,cp8 is a basis for HO (Q (E) ); 1O, *, *, *t is a basis for 

HO?(Q (E1)) ; Syo, * y. a basis for HO(Q2(F)) (Fl ==F and Eo-E), 
then 

(*) 0.o * * 

will be part of a basis for HO (Q (Fo) ). Taking the elements in (*) as homo- 
geneous coordinates we get a mapping 1D: W -V PN' Since r= 0 on X, 
4) J X=A; on TV - X, o is non-zero so there 1D is given by 

[(X- 100 * . .-lfs; ;* * y * * ;.P . . y . 

Thus b is biregular on W -X. 

(f) Set Z ==(W) C Pv. Since Y_ (X), there is an embedding 
Y C Z such that: (i) (X) ==Y; (ii) b I X =r; and (iii) (D: W- X 

Z - Y. We want to show that Z is non-singular and that W is the monoidal 
transform of Z along Y. In order to do this, we assume that G is such that 
the following holds: For any fibre Py C X, if $, is the ideal sheaf of P.,, 
then, for q> 0, Hq (Y,R,O (Q(N-l) (0 Z,) 0 i?(G)) =0. Indeed, if our 
original E - Y does not work, then we may, as before, pass to a suitable 
power. 

LEMMA 5. 5. With the above notations, we have that Hli'(X, ,Q(E,) 
0 for all y C Y. 

Proof. If we can show that Rq * Q; (E0) ) for q > 0, then, by the 
Leray spectral sequence, we have 

HI (X Z;v Q (El) ) t-H' (Y, R7r0(y Q(El)) 

But E1 Eo )N-1 ==r-1(G) 0N-1 and thus 

RBeas fQH(Y(E1) ) 0_~) 07(G) Qy 0 (N-1))fo q( w). 

Because of Hq (Y, R?, (Q (N-1) (23 Z;) 8) a (G) ) = O for q > O, we are done. 
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Since E1 I P=, H, we clearly have Rq; Q (E1) ) y = 0 for q > 0 and 
y' ? . Furherm re, rq Q;V. * (E, ) ) v _my, () Hq (PV, Q (H) ) for any q and y'#y. Furthermore, foanqad 

where my C Zy, is the maximal ideal. This proves the lemma. 

(g) Now we can complete the proof. Let P C X be a general fibre 
Ir 

of X > Y and $ C,Zx the ideal sheaf of P. We have the sequence 

0-->Q.(E1) -> a(E1) --> Up(H) 0 

and, by the Lemma in (f) we get 

P 

HO (P, s2 (Hi)) 

0. 

Let yo C Y C Z be a fixed point and set P r'(yo). Denote by U(yo) C W 
a small tubular neighborhood around P. Then we may choose elements 

o. * * * n * * * ,-7 from (*) such that: (i) ?,* , EH1(W,Q(Fo)) 
andp(40)y **p (en)EH?(X 2 (Eo)) _HO(Y Q(G)) embed r(XniU(yO)) 

(ii) ?71, *q . . .r C HI (W, Q (Fl) ) anid p (-q)y * i * * Q (7qr) C H (Py, Q (H) ) give a 
in a projective space. Also, we may assume that eo(w) #0 for w C U(yo); 
basis for y C r(U(yo) n X). Then, by rearranging the elements in (*), we 
may assume that c4 I U(yo) has the form 

") (WU) [e (IV), 
' 
* * * & n(W) ;'Urql (WU) O-q *** (W) ; 

We set gi(w) = el (w)/lo(w) (1 ? i ? n) and AX (w) =- 1 ((w) (1 < z < r), 

Then the gt and AX, are holomorphic functions in U (yo) and SA, X 0. 
Let V C Cn+r be a polycylinder with coordinates (C,, , *; X1y , Ar), 

and let Pr-l have homogeneous coordinates [tl, tr]. Define Q (V, P,,) 
C V X Pr- by 

Q (V, Pr_) {(g, A,t) : \aot, As6ta 0; I _ 

Then define F: U (yO) Q (YV Pr-i) by 

F (w (w= . ., * * (w) ;Xk1 (w), ,Ar (w); [,q (w)y **7r (w) 

It is easy to check, using Hartog's theorem, that F is biregular on some 
tubular neighborhood U C U(yo) of r-1(yo). Q.E.D. 
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3. Reduction to the codimension one case. Let X C W be a germ of 
embedding of a compact, complex manifold X in a complex manifold W. 
Denote by W the monoidal transform of W along X, let Co: W ->W be the 
blowing down map, and set X =6-1 (X). Finally let 2 C ?)w be the ideal 
sheaf of X and Z C Z)w the ideal sheaf of X. The same spectral sequence 
argument as used in 5. 2 just above gives: 

PROPOSITION 5. 1. Let E-> W be a holomorphic vector bundle and 
E C-'(E). Then, if Hq (W* ,sb / Q (E)) =0 for O? q < n and * => uOn it 
follows that Hq(W,t C2k7(E)) =-O for O?q <n and ju_>l 

Remark. In case the normal bundle N of X C W is positive, this 
Proposition says that: (i) we can work on W with positive bundles and 
non-locally free sheaves; or (ii) we can lift to W and work with locally free 
sheaves but with bundles of mixed type. 

VI. Differential-Geometric Foundations. 

1. Local Hermitian geometry. Let X be a complex manifold on which 
we have an Hermitian metric. Locally we may choose a family wl, * , 

of (1, 0) forms such that ds2 - C t The associated 2-form is then 

PROPOSITION 6. 1. There exist (locally) a unique set of 1-forms pjl 
which satisfy 

(6.1) j+ cT+i- 0 

(6.2) dwt=~cpj' A w +i1TjTk'w A +k (Tjk? + Tkj ?= ) 

Proof. We choose local holomorphic coordinates zl, zn and write 

0-~ ajldzi. In matrix form, this becomes w = adz where w t-(l,. . * *nzn) 

and dz t(dzl,* *,dzn). If we define h by hij = (dz~,dzi), then th- h 
and ahtai I. 

Now let cp a(Oh h-1)a-'+ da a-'. Then 

(6.3) d@- daA dz == A w - a(h-h-)a-' A w. 

Because of (6. 3), it will suffice to show that ( + t= 0. Given x0 E X, we 
may assume that our coordinate system has been chosen so that h (xo) I 
-=a(xo). Then at xo, 

+ Oh + da + =th + d=d - da + dh + d =- d (aha) (o) =0. 

It is easy to verify that p is unique. Q. E. D. 
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We write locally 

(6. 4) cji 1 Ajkiwk + Z i-ek 

where, by (6. 1), 

(6.5) AjZ' + AikO. 

Now 

d V-ld(t A ) 

- V 
1{t(OAw+T) A7-twA(0A o+T)} ==V-1Re(tTAa) 

and do dy 0 if, and only if, T = 0. This T is the so-called torsion tensor 
which vanishes if, and only if, the metric is Kiihler. 

We shall write a (0, q) form I on X as ' = 1 E si/ca where 1= (1,I , lq) 
q!i 

and 71 - ~iiA . . . A jq*. The covariant derivatives g; ;j and Ij; are then 

defined by 

( 6. 6) I;jRi+ 4/ Ji v q Y,1 ia* ** 

The operator 0: Aq -> Aq+ is defined as usual and satisfies 02 = 0. We also 
define 8: Aq-->Aq-1 by 

(6.7) 4 <4 0> J < ,> (support - compact) 

Then 82 =0 and we have the Laplacian f is given by 

(6.8) 1 8 +80. 

To obtain a local expression for fl, we define T: Aq -> Aq+1 by 

(6.9) T (1r)(qj1) !PTik'T2***T - kj A 7A;2 A * A-q 

and T#: Aq>Aq-1 by 

(6. 10) <T#=,> <- , T-q> (Ec A%,q c A,-'). 

Finally, we let 'Tj? = dcji - O kA cAjk be curvature (which is of type (1, 1), 
- DikCfk the Ricci tensor, and define 'b: Aq -> Aq by 

(6.11) () t ) 1 (D --jij A7j2 A . . . A 

10 
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Then a calculation gives 

(6.12) Oj q!k ;fl [T+,8](ir) + [T#, ]() 

-[T, T#] (hp) + b(i) 

where [A,B] (B ) A (B()) + B (A ()). (For example, it follows from 

(6.12) that Ea -A (A=d8+8d) if, and only if, T= 0. This is because 
[T, T#] 0 if, and only if, T=-O.) 

Now suppose that W' is a Hermitian manifold and that W C W' is a 
finite submanifold. Thus OW is a smooth, connected, compact real hyper- 
surface. We may define a real function r in a neighborhood of &W such that 

(i) [ dr I = 1, and (ii) r < 0 defines W C W'. Then &Jr I T(OW) gives 
the E. E. Levi form L of W in W'. Locally, in a neighborhood of a boundary 
point, we may choose wo, *wn{ such that n ~-ar. By (6.2) and (6.5) 
we get 

(6.13) -on= AjTn1 A/zik 

so that the matrix {AjV}1< kn- gives L. For / C Aq, we set 

1 -n-1 
(6.14) L(+,) (L p') EA1 t-1 _ _ 

(q-1) jn ..%W2..s 

2. Holomorphic vector bundles. Let E--> X be a holomorphic vector 
Ir 

bundle and P > X the holomorphic principal bundle. A connexion in E 
is given by a matrix-valued one-form 0= {0P,} on P which satisfies the usual 

conditions. Given 0, we write 0 a 0' + 6" where 6'(O') is the (1, 0) (resp. 
(0, 1)) part of 0; we say that 0 defines a complex connexion if 6" = 0. As 
usual, a connexion 0 induces a covariant differential 

D: A Q(E) > AP+q 2(E) E AP2+l1(E) 

and we write D =-D' DI-+ D" for the type decomposition. A complex con- 
nexion is one for which D" 6. 

Suppose now that we have in E -- X an Hermitian metric. The following 
is known: 

PROPOSITION 6.2. There exists a unique complex connexion 0 which 
is compatible with the metric in E. Furthermore, the curvature ( of 0 is 
of type (1,1). 

Proof. P is the manifold of holomorphic E-frames (e, * *, e,) and we 
define on P an Hermitian matrix h by hp, = (ep, e,). Now D and 0 are 
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related by Dep Y Opoe, and to say that 0 is compatible with the metric 
means that d(e, e) = (De, e') + (e, De') for sections e, e' of E. Thus 0 is a 
solution of the system 

(6. 15) {dhpa O p0h,, + ? hPT#AC 

The system (6.15) has the unique solution 

(6. 16) 0aP == har (h-1) p. 

Remarks. (i) If P# C P is the real sub-bundle of unitary frames, a f P# 
is given by one-forms OaP which satisfy O6aP + &p? =0 O; then 

=ap! dOap- O 0p A Ga; 
and 

(6. 17) OaP + 4p. = 0 

(ii) To interpret the second statement in Proposition 6. 2, we suppose 
that E-> X is a differentiable bundle with fibre Cr and that 0 on P gives a 
connexion for E. If w,- , *,.n are a local (1, 0) co-frame on X, then the 
differential system generated by the 0aP and ow gives an almost-complex 
structure JO on P. 

PROPOSITION. If the curvature ? of C is of type (1, 1), then JO is 
integrable. 

Proof. Since dCaP - YOTP A C_T - OP, we see that, if ? is of type 
(1, 1), then dC,P is in the exterior ideal generated by {0CP;co}. 

Example. Suppose that X is a compact Kihler manifold and that 
y E H2 (X, Z) is a cohomology class of type (1, 1). Then there exists a 
differentiable line bundle (with fibre C) E-- X such that c1 (E) = y. Let 
y be a real form of type (1, 1) which represents y and let C be a connexion 

for E. Then _\/_ 1 
dC = y + dq where ? is a global one-form on X. Thus 

2,r 
a - 1X is a connexion in E whose curvature y is of type (1,1) and so 

E is a holomorphic bundle. This is a theorem of Kodaira-Spencer [14]. 
71* 

(iii) Example. Let E - X be an Hermitian holomorphic vector 
bundle and suppose that we have on X an Hermitian metric ds2. Then 
E-=-l (E) is a holomorphic bundle over E and there is a canonical section 
ur E HO (E, a (E#) ) defined by r(z, ) =- (z, ; e) (z E X,5 C E,). We define 
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on E an Hermitian metric b = 7r* (ds2) + (Dr, Du) where D is the covariant 
differential associated to the metric connexion 0. 

PROPOSITION. cp is a K?hler metric if, and o'ly if, ds2 is KEhler and 
the curvature 0 of 6 is zero. 

Proof. Assume ds2 is Kiihler and denote by <Dr, Du> the exterior form 
associated to (D4, Du). Then 

d<D0, Do> = <D2u, Du> + <Da, D2,u> = 2e<?o, Do> =0 

if, and only if, 0 =0. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that E -- X is a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over the 

Hermitian manifold X, and let e1, * * *, e,; w1, * * *, wn be local unitary frames 

for E, T* respectively. Then (p C Aq (E) is written as (= ! cb7PPJ1 0ep. 

If 0 (0,P) is the connexion form of the metric connexion, then the covariant 
derivatives of 0 are given by 

(6. 18) ? ) j(P =I c;jP + Ocajp,I (00P 0=JP'W + E ? 
%i); 

(6.19) (pijIP 
= 1;7P 

The operator t#: Aq (E) -> Aq-1 (E) is defined by 

(6.20) ( 
-)P= 

(1) 
....17J 

Pi1 A A T# (q-1)!. 

Then t2 0 and the Laplacian l = +# ? is given as 

(6.21) ( ?)JP ! 11 jP(Vwb) ? S(Q) ? ()+ 0 

where 

Q ( V+) [T., 6] (0) ; R ( +) [T#, 0] (0); 

S(p) [T, T#](p) +?b(); 
and 

(6.22) ()P 1 i A / 2 A * A iiq* 0 
p~ (q-1)!$ 

3. Induced connexions in sub- and -quotient bundles. Let E--> X be 
a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle and suppose given an exact sequence 
of holomorphic bundles 

(6.23) 0->S->E-Q ->O. 

Let r fibre dimension of E, s = fibre dimension of S, and we agree an the 
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ranges of indices 1 < p, u _ r; 1 -< a, _ s s + 1 < i, j < r. Also we denote 
by B C PO the unitary frames (e1,* , e7) for E such that e1, * , e, lie 
in S. Then the metric connexion 0 {OPa} when restricted to B, defines 
connexions Os = {00} and OQ = {OjQ} in S and Q respectively. Thus, 
for t-= te,a EAO(S), q qejEAO(Q), Dse (det+0fit e)e. and 

DQ?-q = (dqZ + i7j) ei. 

LEMMA 6.2. D-DsEA10(l(Hom(S,Q)). 

Proof. For $C AO(S) as above, ((D-DDs) = OaX$fcej and so D- Ds 
is a 1-form with values in iom (S, Q). For g C Sx0, there exists a holomorphic 
section tC E2(S)xy with e(xo) g . Then (D"') (xO) =0 which gives 
O= ~( EOt"tte)(xo) -EO itotge,= (D-Ds)"C and so (D-Ds)"==O; 
i.e. D -DsEAl'0(Hom(S,Q)). Q.E.D. 

Definition. The operator b = D - Ds C A10 (ibom (S, Q)) is defined to 
be the second fundamental form of S in E. 

Remark. We shall give below two intepretations of b. 
From Oap" 0 and 6!4 + oi =0, we get Oil' = 0. Thus 

c D- DQE AO,'(lom(Q,S)) 
and is given by c= - tb. 

PROPOSITION 6. 3. Os gives the metric connexion of S with the induced 
metric. 

Proof. Since 00 + OA = 0 we need only verify that Ds" = 0. By 
Lemma 6. 2, Ds" =1/ D" . Q. E. D. 

The curvature Os of Os is given by 

A O ~a? ~dt 0,AOi A =o+ 

0,,` Y, 070 A\ 6iC8 i. e. 

(6.24) Os=?E3 b A tb. 

Similarly, 

(6.25) oQ??o+tb A b. 

Examples. (i) Suppose that E is the trivial bundle and take the 
flat metric connexion. Then, in the notation of ? IV. 4, there is a holo- 
morphic mapping f: X -> G(s,r-s) such that f-1(E(s,r -s)) =- Q and 
b c Hlom (T(X), Iom (S, Q) ) is the differential f* of f. In this case, 0 = 0 
and 
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(6.26) ?Q_tb A b. 

(ii) The metric in E defines a C* splitting of (6. 23) which is given 
by y: Q.-> E. Then Oy E A0, (Hom (Q, S) ) and represents in 

H'(X,(2(Hom(Q,S))) 

the cohomology extension class defined by (6. 23). 

PROPOSITION. C OY. 

Proof. If el,,* ,er* is dual to e1, * ,er, then y_ et e0ei*. 
Thus 

- O,i"ej 0 e,* + Y, 6Of4ea ? ei - , 6k1"et ? 
ek 

-' 0aieq e" 0 ea* 

E0,0tt"aeOG e,* c. Q. E. D. 

(iii) In example (ii) we have given a cohomological interpretation of 
the second fundamental form of S in E, and we shall now give a geometric 
interpretation which will justify the terminology. Let W be an Hermitian 
manifold of dimension r and X C W a complex submanifold of dimension s. 
Let T T(W) I X so that, over X, we have 

(6.27) O-T(X) -T NO 

where N is the normal bundle of X in W. Along X we choose co-frames 

:..n. * *xr for W such that ws+lO ,. *, w=r O on X. Let 4= (pUP) be 
the Hermitian connexion on W (? VI. 1) which is also the metric connexion 
in T (W). If R C B is the bundle of unitary frames for X, then R is defined 
by wi O (i= s?+1 ,r) and, on R1, 0, Y Aac40+ ,iZ;P But, 
on R., 0 d= = Oce' A t + ?, Taface A wO (by (6. 2)) and it follows that 
C-=0O and 0ait = ~ A^ai. If the metric is K:ihler (T 0), then we 
even get Aafit Afia. The quadratic form 

(6.28) 7r ,Aaoien as( 

has values in N and, by direct analogy with the Riemannian case, may be 
called the second fundamental form of X in W. Clearly 7r is also the second 
fundamental form of T (X) in T. 

4. Comparison of Hermitian forms. Let X be an Hermitian manifold 

and suppose we are given a real (1,1) form A- \/ V 1 tEa.j A Wj 
2 

(a,j ? ~j = 0). Then A defines an endomorphism A of T (X) by the rule 
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(A e, ej) aj where el,- ,en is dual to o , . , . Since A = tA., we 

may choose our frames el, , e. so that A - Xiw A V where the 

Xj are real. 

Definition. A has signature (s, t) if, at each point, s of the xi are 
positive and t are negative. 

In this case we may assume that 

(6.29) A - 1' A V- XjwJ A V} (k > 0). 2 1_,cg n~~~~~f-t<j_'-n 

The point operators L: ApVq --> AP+1,Q+1 and A: APt " A:-* ,ql are given by 

LQ(q) =y A -q and (An,.) (n, Lip) where Y= 2 ,w A t. Suppose 

now that A -/ a2 w' A Vi is a real (1,1) form and define the fol- 2 
lowing pointwise Hermitian forms: 

(6.30) A 1<An,> - I E . 1 , A (b 1) ~mii 
=(q-1) 

(6.31) A# (, n) == <AA A ,y>. 

LEMMA 6.3. 

(6.32) A#(n,n) = (TraceA) I -1 2-A (n,n) A (*7/, 

Proof. Write A \/ V EAnXom A "&. Then, for L C [1, , n], 
2 in=l 

A A WL= \ 1 m A 1nT A 7Land AA A i-L (EAmn) z;L. Now 
- 2 mL m?L 

<AA A jL,W L'> = O for L :# L' 
and 

<AA A IaL , L> 

( I ))WL 12 (A ( rn)I ;L 12 (XM) I -I 
12 

mfL m=l ineL 

(Trace A) I L 12-A (z;L, ,,L). 

Since A (Z;L, ziL') = 0 for L 7 L', this proves the first part of (6. 32). The 
second part may be checked directly. 

PRO-POSITION 6.4. Assume that A has signature (s, t). Then there 
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exist Hermitian metrics on X such that A (r, -) is negative definite on Aq 
for q > n-t and AO (q, -q) is positive definite on Aq for q < s. 

Proof. Write A - 2 Akwk A Z5k. Then, for positive real functions 
2 k- 

, cl, the Hermitian form 2 cjwt- is well-defined provided that c (x) 
-c -(x) whenever Xt(x) =Aj(x). Thus, given a constant c > 0, we may 
find a new metric ds2 - 2+ on X such that 

(6.33) A 2 {c 4 i p A i-j A k' i}- 2 1_t_ i ---, C t<j"--n 

We consider increasing sets of indices I (ij , i), J =(j*, jp), 
K=Q (kc, * ,ck,) with 

I C [1, *,s], J C [s+1, ,n-t], K C [n-t?r1, *n] 

If IK + 1' A 4 A ,K, then A (,cjJK, fI'J'K') -0 if IJK I'JK' and 

A(fIJK, IJK) = (,C-L) jIJK 12. 

If now a? +y=q, then q-(n -t) so that, if q> (n -t), we may 

choose 0 < c < q' and then ac- c < 0. Thus A(7,) is negative definite 

for q>n-t. 
If, on the other hand, q > n - s and c > ql then A ( q) is positive 

definite on A*. Thus, if n - q> n - s, A (*,7/, *j) will be positive definite 
for -qEAq. By (6.32), if q<s and qEAq, A#i(7ij)=A(*7, *7) will be 
positive definite as required. Q. E. D. 

Now let E-- X be a holomorphic Hiermitian vector bundle. Then 
A E Al1' (bom (E, E)) is said to be Hermitian if <Ae, e'> + <e, Ae'> 0 O for 
all e, e' E E. Locally we may choose orthonormal frames and write A as 
A = 2 ,A,0jPep, * 0eo A VJ, and to say that A is Hermitian means that 

(6.34) A rjP A pj 

By (6. 17), the curvature 0 of the metric connexion is Hermitian. 
We now define the following Hermitian forms for - c Al (E): 

(6.35) A(y, ) = (Ay, ) = (q E A aqP . k -/j-k 1 

(6.36) A # (y7< -q) = (AA A n 0) = 17 2 <A (AoaijPw< A w, A y0)y>. q t. 

Observe that (6. 36) is compatible with (6. 22) and (6. 14). 
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For e E E, A{e} = 2 <Ae, e> is a real (1, 1) form and we say that 

A has signature (s, t) if, for every e # 0, A{e} has signature (s,t). The 
geometric meaning of this will be given in Proposition 6. 5 below. 

In the same way as we proved Lemma 6. 3, we can show: For E C Aq (E), 

(6.37) A#(, =- (Trace A) (,, )-A (- ) =A (#, #) 

where (TraceA) (-q, ) = yYA,Pqrjlp and #: Aq(E) - An8-(E*) is the 

usual anti-isomorphism. 

5. Positive and negative bundles. Let X be a complex Hermitian 
manifold and E -* X a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle. The curvature 

=-{- ?Oiw A i'} E Al'(llHom(E, E)) is an Hermitian operator and E 
is defined to be weakly positive if 0 has signature (n, 0). We say that E 
is weakly negative if E* is weakly positive; this is the same as saying that 
0 has signature (0, n). More generally, we will say that E has signature 
(s, t) if O has signature (s, t). 

Examples and Remarks. (i) E has signature (s, t) if, and only if, E* 
has signature (t, s). 

(ii) The condition that E be weakly positive is that the form 

(6.38) ?(t?,$0) 7 

on split tensors 4 0 should be positive definite. We say that E -> X is 
positive if the forms 0?# (y, ) (q E A (E), 0?.: q? n- 1) are positive definite 
on all tensors. In [8] it is proven that, if E is weakly positive and if X is 
compact, then high symetric powers E(h ? m) are positive. For example, 
T (Pn) is weakly positive but not positive for n > 1. 

(iii) Suppose that we have a short exact sequence (6. 23). Then the 
second fundamental form b C Hom(T(X) 0 S, Q) and tb C Hom(T(X) 0 Q, S) 
are defined. For yC T(X), E S, C Q, we have by (6.24), (6.25) 

(6.39) Os on, 6 ) 0 (0y, e ( -) - I (eG -q) 12 

(6.40) OQ 0 (t ( -ql ' g -q) + I lb (g X) I. 

Thus a sub-bundle of a weakly negative bundle is weakly negative and a 
quotient bundle of a weakly positive bundle is weakly positive. 

In case E is the trivial bundle and f: XC -- G (s, r - s) is the associated 
mapping (? VI. 3, example 1), it is not true that f* injective implies that Q 
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is weakly positive (because, e.g., E(s, r-s) -e G(s, r- s) is not weakly 
positive if r -s > 1). It is, however, true that if Q -- X is ample (in the 
sense of ? IV. 4), then it is weakly positive. (Proof: Under the isomor- 
phism Hom(T(X) ?S,Q) -_Hom(S,Q?()T(X)*), b defines an element 
3 E Hom (S, Q ? T (X) *) which is, by definition, surjective. Let now 
y1r- *,y be an orthonormal basis for S. and let g E Q., - E T (X) . Then 

(6. 41) E)Q (g @'7 t 0 -) _=I O <(-ya),~t g77>12. 
a!=l 

The assertion now follows from (6. 41).) 

(iv) Suppose that E and F are holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles 
and let el, - ,e,;fl, **fs be bases for E,, Fa, (xEX). If 

q, == Y4W>Paep ? faE (E? F) a, 

we define Oa Ez by Pa==, ,Paep and p C F;x by fp p EpP"fa. Then, for 
Dq E T (X) sen 

(6.42) OEOF(O @ n 4 0 7)) E)E(oa'O O 1q) a + Y OF(kp p? lq) b p G71)) 
a p 

From (6. 42) it follows that the tensor product of weakly positive bundles is 
again weakly positive. 

(v) (cf. [3], ? 23) Let E ->X be a holomorphic Hermitian vector 
bundle and define a real function p on E by +E(x,@E) = @ Ja2( E_,). Let 
W c E be defined by { (x, e): 0 (x,) < 1}. Then, if E has signature (s, t), 
the E. E. Levi form of bW has signature (t + r -1, s). (Proof: Let x$( E X 
be fixed and let z = (z1, . . , *,zn) be holomorphic coordinates in a neighbor- 
hood U of x(. If we choose a trivialization 7-1 (U) = U X Cr, then the metric 
is given by an Hermitian matrix h (hp, (z)) and we may assume that 
hp,(o) =- P, dh((o)) 0. Let e0= (x0,$0) EW nE,. Since p(z,4) 

(6.43) (a@+p) (eo) E dAP Ad d'P _ qP46dz' A dzi 

and T60(aW) is given by the vectors y= (gl,. . .; . . *y') which 
satisfy 

(6.44) eop - ? 

thus 050 has, on Teo(,aW), signature (t+r-1,s).) 

(v) Finally, let P (E*) -> X be the bundle of projective spaces asso- 
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ciated to E* -> X and L - P (E*) the hyperplane bundle (cf. ? A. 3). Then 
the computation in [8], ? 9 gives 

PROPOSITION 6. 5. If E->X has signature (s, t), then L ->P(E*), 
with the induced metric, has signature (s + r- 1, t). 

VII. Integral Formulae and Vanishing Theorems for Complex Mani- 
fold. 

1. Harmonic integrals on open manifolds [15]. Let W C W' be a 
finite complex manifold and E -> W a holomorphic vector bundle. We assume 
that we have Hermitian metrics in E and on W and that these metrics are 
finite in the sense that they extend to metrics in a neighborhood of W in W'. 
Denote by Aq (E) the space of E-valued (0, q) forms which are CG on W 
( WU8W). If O., rE Aq(E), we let 

(7.1) (+,P) O <q), >du j t?6 A h*+ 

where h is the metric in E. Stoke's formula gives 

(7.2) (800n )- (05 0) Aa t Ah*+ E CAq-1-(E) E Aq (E)) 

We let Dq(E) C Aq(E) be the domain of the adjoint t of 0 (O is given by 

(6.20)). By (7.2), 

(7.3) Dq(E)=- {OEAq(E): tpA h*JIOW =Oforall cpEAq-l(E)}. 

For p, EDq (E), we set 

(7.4) D (05)(a,+ + (605 0+) + (050); 

('.5) D(0)2 D(O 0); 

and we let Hq (E) ={pE Dq (E) : o == 2 = 0}. 

THEOREM [15]. Assume that, for some q, we can find c > 0 such that, 
for all cpEDq(E), we have 

(7. 6) D( )2 >?c C .Wj2* 

Then dim Hq (E) <oo and there exists an isomorphism 
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(7.7) Hq (-W 0 (E) Hq H(E) . 

2. Statement of the vanishing theorems. Let E -> W be as in VII. 1 
and let L -> W be a line bundle in which we have a finite metric. Set 

E(IL) =E0LI and let ?) (/)EAll(Hom(E(ju),E( ))) be the curvature 
form in E(p). Our main result is 

THEOREM VI. There exists c > 0, which is independent of /A, such that 
for Ec D (E (,u)) we have 

(7.8) Da,L)?c{f 
# (? ( q<n) 

(7.9) D , E)? c (f )( ,L ) + l(q, )} (0<q? n). 

(Remark. The ilermitian forms ?(,,u) (p,q), ?(,)#(qp), L(+,p), and 
Lf (0,0) are those discussed in ?VI.4.) 

From Theorem VI we shall prove 

THEOREM 7. 1. Suppose that there exist integers s, t and positive con- 
stants p,, A such that, for all E DC (E(1)) with /L AO, we have 

(7.10) 
f 

(3 (1)#(0p) :_A, I V 12 and 
*tL#(p,cp) -x fq0 12 for 0<q<s; and 

}7 1 1 ) (E) (,A) (0+ (k) k/j +|2 n (7.11) f?'Icpp)?A1s12 and 
IL (b, b) I A | 12 for n-t<q?<n. 

Then there exists a v0 such that 

(7.12) H (W,&7Q(E(,))) =O for ?VO, ?<q<s, n-t<q ? n. 

Proof of Theorem 7. 1 from Theorem IV. From (7. 8) and (7. 10) we 
get, for c C D (E) 0 -j q < s, the estimate 

(7.13) D(I)2?cAf |P12 +c.fV |l2. 
w a~w 

From (7. 13) and (7. 6), we have Hq (W, Q(E(y))) ) )H (E(q)) and, for 

E Hq(E( ),we get (cAI1) J f 
12 =C 0. Thus, for ,x> k-, 

Hq(E()) 

0 and Hq(W, Q(EQ))) 0 for A > 7 ? C q < s. From (7. 9) and 
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(7.11) we similarly find Hq(W,fs(E(j)))=0 for t n-1An-t<q-<-nf. 
CA. 

Q.E.D. 

The rest of Section VII will be devoted to proving Theorem VI. 

3. A special integral formula. We shall prove: 

THEOREM 7. 2. For (E C (E), we have 

(a4n(p) + (0p,2 )=(v'b+) + ?(O,cp) 
(7.14)w 

+ ~ +fL( )+f 
where 

(7 tS) > (+ +) Me< [a. Tl], >< [T, T#]+ l 

Proof. This is a routine calculation and we shall only give the relevant 
formulas. First we have 

(7.16) (q+1) ! j 3i1 qIJq+14fJq+t2 J13 * 

and 

(7.17) (1 T#) 
1 

Set 7 (q--1)! ji *Y_p...qlkPWc. Then t is a globally defined 

(1,0) form and 

8e < (6 T#) (O (- T#) + 
(7. 18) 1 

+ (q-1) , 5lq-l I i7 . 

By (7.18) and Green's theorem we have 

( (- Tl) O., (6 - T#) 

(7.19) 1 
( q-1) ! Jw +JlJq-l I i I ZOi- -17k +tw* 

If, in a neighborhood of 9W, we choose W1, on as in VI. 1, then the 
boundary conditions (7. 3) become 
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(7.20) 1P8 W== 0 whenever nEI. 

Thus, on OW,*= (1)!- (c...7qjP j -dI - _q,,P)*,on=0. The Ricci 

identity gives 

1 
(7.21) (ql-1) ... 

Combining (7.19) and (7.21) gives 

( (#-T#>k+, (e9-T#) ) = f ? (+nbE ) + S 

(7.22) 1 

(q-1) 1 XW { 73+ 2- 
- q-,73 I 

kl~j. 
- 

i 
q 

@2g k} } 

Now let '7= (-1) 7 . Then v is a (0,1) form 

on W and 

(7. 23) (q1)!{> P31 i3| | 3J3q ikP 

? +1* 2q-1l I 1 q- I} 

From the algebraic identity (using (7.16)) 

-1) ! > +2 q17 a-y Poi- 7al P = < (O -T) , -T) + 

+ <V0, vo> 
and (7.22), (7.23), we get 

(7.24) - V ? ?(+'? ? @(p,p) 

Thus, in order to prove (7.14), we must show 

(7.25) [OW =L(,L)du (do area element on OW). 

Now 

(q-1) !k<n q_17 
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By (6. 6), 

071.. ---17& I Zcp - ek7 * }1. Jq-l76p- 71*jO71 T* a-71P 

Since e,, e, el are tangent to OW, and q^ ... -qI,7P j OW =0, we have an 
OW the identity 

z IY *- alV| '1'T 7q-iJ ' z A~nk+1cP7 gq-i3 "1 t lk 

From (6.5) and (6.14) it follows that *X7 j aW=L(+, )do. Q.E.D. 

Proof of (7.9) in TheoremT VI. First of all, we may find a > 0 such 
that, for all e > 0, we have 

|M2e J <[TO],+ -eV ,V)+ ''+ 

and 

+ f <[T,T#]q,q>I 

Combining these inequalities with (7.14), (7.15) gives 

(0q, O0) + (0p,0 p) ? (1-aE)(V+,Vb) ? ?GP,s) 
w 

?fL t(sb,s ) -(-~+ ) (sb,c). 

If we choose c < 1/a and c , (7. 9) is satisfied. Indeed, it is clear a + as 
from our computations that the constant c in (7. 9) may be chosen to be 
independent of /A. 

4. Some remarks and applications. 

(i) Compact manifolds. Let X be a compact iermitian manifold 
and E--> X a holomorphic vector bundle in which we have an Hermitian 
metric. 

PROPOSITION 7. 1. If, for some q, the Hermitian form 

(7.26) ( '1') +(0, ) | Tp 12 
_ I T#0 12 

is positive definite on all of X (cp C Aq(E)), then H1I(X, a2(E)) =0. 
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Proof. Hq (X, O (E)) HI H (E) and, for (p Hq (E), 

e{O (O., (k) + b(D ( k) - I To 12- _I.,V, 1 2 _ 

by Theoremn 6. 2. Thus, if E Hg (E) and if (7. 26) is positive definite, we 
must have (p0. 

Now? (0 , P) + '(CD, p) ?Et?K* (K , b) where K is the canonical bundle. 
Thus (7.26) is 

(7.27) ?E?K*Q P, P) -{I To 12 + I #p 12} 

( (7. 27) shows clearly the effect on the curvature of changing the metric and 
perhaps adding torsion.) From (7. 27) and Proposition 7. 1, we get the 
following: 

a. If X is :B:ahler and E 0 K* is positive, then Hq (X, U (E)) 0 for 
q > 0 (iKodaira vanishing theorem). 

b. If X is Kiihler and if E has signature (0,t), then Hq(X,jO(E)) =0 
for q < t (for t n, this reduces to a). 

c. If E -> X has signature (s, t), then, for jb>O, 

(7.28) Hq(X,Q2(E)) O for O<q<t, n-s<q?n. 

(This is the vanishing theorem of [3], ? 23.) 

Proof. In case E is a line bundle, we use Proposition 6.4 and choose 
a metric on X such that 8(0(, 0) is positive definite on Aq(E) for 
n - s < q ? n. Then, for u sufficiently large, 

OEM?K* (qn q) -{j To 12 +1 T#p 12} 

will be positive defiinite for n - s < q ? n and we may use Proposition 7. 1 
plus Serre duality to prove c. for line bundles. The general case follows from 
the case of line bundles, Proposition 6. 5, and the fact that 

Hq (X, S} (EAb) _- Hq (P (Et) ), Q (LA) ) . 

(ii) Open manifolds. Let W C W' be a finite complex manifold. We 
say that W is t-complete if there exists a real function r on W' such that 
{r < 0} defines W C W' and adr has everywhere t positive eigenvalues. 

PROPOSITION 7.2. If W is t-complete and E---> W is any holomnorphic 
vector bundle, then 
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(7.29) Hq(W,O(E)) O for q>n-t. 

Proof. If L -> W is the trivial line bundle, then e-r is a metric in L 
whose curvature is @ log er = aar. Thus (7. 11) will hold for large It, and 

so O-=H(W,0Iz(E(t))) =H9(W,rQ(E)) for n-t < q?<n. 

Remark. For t = n this is closely related to Cartan's Theorem B (for 
locally free sheaves). A more general form of (7.29) has been given by 
Andreotti-Vesentini [2]. 

5. An integral formula for functions on complex manifolds. The 
integral formula (7.14) was based entirely on a formula in Riemannian 
geometry (Bochner-Yano [4]) and, in fact, the precise analogue of (7.14) 
(boundary values included and with the second fundamental form of OW C W' 
replacing the Levi form) has been in existence for some years (cf. [11]). 
The next formula we shall give has no Riemannian analogue and is based 
on the existence of an (n -1, n - 1) form Q on W which has the property 

(7.30) (O-O)s2 IW =2(TraceL)ua. 

For example, in Cn with coordinates z (zt,. * *zn), 

n 
)"+L 2 ( I ) ( ) i+jZi2j 

(dz!l . . .dzi . . . dz1vdV . . . .z d2n) . 

(we shall omit the exterior product symbols in this paragraph). For sim- 
plicity, we shall assume that the Hermitian metric on W' is without torsion. 
In the general case, the terms with torsion can be absorbed in estimates as 

in the proof of (7v.9) given in ?VI.3 above. Let Y = 2 Ao Vbe 

the fundamental form of the Kiihler metric and consider real non-negative 
functions r on W' which are equal to one in a neighborhood of OW. For 
each such T, we define the (n-1,n-1) form (, by 

(7.31) aT =-- *(8n A Ar 

THEOREM 7.3. For g a Cx function on W, we have 

(7.32) g 8n7+ (000 A QT-X g(TraceL)f. 

11 
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We begin with some preliminary computations. If 

n(n-1) (\/- L )tt 

then the volume on W is given by iXw- A* *A wo A 7jl A . * A 
We let 

*k ( ) - (WIv f k***e> **t1***(j 

and 
*- (_ ) n+k-IA (WI1 . . . e) . . . i5l . . .&c,k. . .kn) 

Then *k = *ak and *7- *wk. Also we set 

i? (_ )n+i+jA(1wl . . <to . . . -W,,1 . . . Z,;j . . . Zjn) 

Since Idr12 
I Wf12 + I f12 2, a Q* dr)IOW. Thus 

= 2('12 ? + 'n) I OW 0W I OW 

since (@n + U;n) I W 0. Using the fact that the metric has no torsion, a 
computation based on (6. 2), (6. 4), (6. 5) gives 

(7 33) d*j-(Xi J) 

(7. 34) d*7 AttiJ) 

Since y1' (-1) n-1 ( z Ik) we find that, in a neighborhood of OW, 
k=1 

(7.35) 
k<n 

LEMMA 7. 1. (a - )fi7 | IW + 2 (TraceL) a. 

Proof. Since &n A iin' I =W 0, we shall neglect terms containing wn A Z;n. 

Then 

( )n-l"k7k- n ( )2n-3A, (R1 . . . ,Rk . . . Rnl...,,k...t ) 

( 
I ) 

~~~~~~n+Z71k k gw ,k***(n-,l 
k *** .n -k) 

AA;ckn (W .1 . . * Wn-W-1 * * V*nl)_ Wf. 

Similarly, - (1) n-1d'kkIn' =- Akk . Thus 

(-0) I OW ==2 (Trace L) I' I W=2 (Trace L)YJ. 
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We can now complete the proof of (7. 32). Lemma 7. 1 and Stokes 
theorem give 

(7.36) ?f g(TraceL)o fd{g(o o )T}. 

Now 

d{g (O - )fz} -2g00c7 + (dg) A (O-@ a) 

2gO60, + d{ (0g) A QT} - d{ (ag) A Q,T + 280g A QT}. 

By (7. 36) and Stokes theorem again (since ?T OW= 0), we get 

+ g(TraceL)-JY goO r?f + Og A QT. Q.E.ID. 

We now define operators O/T, Or., and AT by 

OTf = Of - T<Kf, ar>Or, O,f Of - T<Of, Or>Or, 

Arf T<Of,y-Or A Or>. 

At those points where T = 0, O,.f = Of, Tf = Of, and ATf = Af. From (7. 32) 
we get, upon setting g = I f 12 and 1,. =a OTN, 

If |2 (DT + I O,f 12 + 2Re A7ff 

(7. 37) 
( 7a3f12?+ fIf 12(TraceL). 

In particular, if f is holomorphic, then 

(7.38) 1 f 12 rf+ I arf 12f I f 12 (Trace L) 

which is, for us, an important formula. For example, suppose that L has 
one negative eigenvalue and choose a metric so that Trace L < 0. Then we 

have f If 12 (r +? 4 Orf 12 < 0. One may prove that this inequality im- 

plies that f is constant. 

Example. We shall give an integral formula in C' which is similar to, 
but does not quite follow from, (7. 38). Let B = unit ball in Cn, S - OB. 
Let 
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n ^ ^ 

2s (- 1) n+l (. 
. . 

dZk **. dzk 
- 

kl=1 

(here (..* dz' * d2k . . 

-(dzl A . . . A dzk A . . . A dFl A. . *.*A dz-k A . . *.A dzn)) 

and set 
a @ + A (1) )i+nf+jz-i( *dzi* .. *dzj* *.. 

n*j-1 
Then (...)Qx{E(-i)t-'z dzi * ) +? (-1) z-i( d- 
so that d(0- 0)=2nI where a is the volume element. We claim that 
Q { S 0. Since Q is invariant under the unitary group acting on S, it 
will suffice to show that (Q I S) (x0) = 0 where x =- (1, 0, * , 0). On S, 
Y zdzi + , zJdzi = o so that, at x0 dzl ? dz'- 0. But then (w S) (x0) 

=A(-1) n+1(dz' * dF * ) and so (Q S,) (x0) =0. Similarly we find 
that (O -0) | 1 S = 2o where a' is the area element on S. Using Stoke's 
theorem twice as in the proof of Theorem 7. 3, we find the formula 

(7.39) TB azkLI} + n ifIfI=JXIf I 

For example, on the unit disc writing f(z) = EanZn (7. 39) reduces to the 
identity 

{n2JIan12 nJ an +I 2 an 12 } 
2,{12n 2n+2 + ,2n+2 7{,Ia 

6. Proof of Theorem VI. Let F -- W be a holomorphic vector bundle 
and let ( E Dq(F). In the same way as we defined O,f and O,f above, we may 
now define Vfr and V7r. Writing tb = r + I/lb (I = covariant 
differential in the normal direction), we have 

(7.40) | f 12 I fTr 12 + ? 1 l 12. 

1 
Also, we define Trace 0(r,(j, () = * ? 1P6z ) jPwiAP / i A n}. At those 

points where r= 0, Trace ?(0,rp) Trace?((,.p) as given in (6. 37). Our 
proof of (7. 8) is based on the following: 

THEOREM 7.4. If the metric is without torsion, then 

(OOP a+) + (t0, of) - (CV '+,0 v ') + ( V(p, V7P) 
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(7.41) + (c4 

where 

tQk,sb) =_b,cfr) + If S 12 1 /r 12 
(7. 42) + {Trace OQP, -) Trace ?r(r, +) } 

Proof. We shall prove (7.41) by combining (7.14) and (7.32) when 

g9= 12. Now 

aa / 1( -2 ! {2Re 2 IpP |~ k| 

q.~ ~ ~~A k + z f |p7 i'P7I k-z fI (t eP4 I 

- Zai4P+(?7P}oiJ A o/* 
Thus 

|2 A QT = { | V( 12 I 1/2 

(7. 43) Trace rT((p, () + 2Re< V kr7kr, (p>}*. 

Because the operator Vr involves no normal derivatives, we may integrate 
by parts to find 

(7.44) {2Re Y <Vk"TVkP, 0>} ? 0. 

From (7.43) and (7.44) we get 

fa / 

12 

A QT I V P 

12-_/ 

| 

/ p/ 

12 

(7.45) 
- jTrace?( 0 ,r). 

W 

We now use (7. 32) in the form 

(7.46) , 1 bI2 rf (Trace L) I 
b2=-f8 / 12 A ZT. 

Combining (7.45) and (7.46) gives 

f 
1qrop 12 If 

VTs 2 XfTrace?r( Yr ) 

(7.47) 

r(Trace l) 1 4) 12 + fI 0 12 (jTr 
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) + (00., ) (VTp VTfp) ? (Vw+ V 

(7.48)+ ( ?,)+A (,) 
w a~w 

Then (7.48) and (7.47) taken together give (7.41). Q.E.D. 

Now in case the metric has torsion, we must, at least, add the term 

2Me f< [, T#] 4, >-f < [T, T#]S, S> to the right hand side of (7. 41). 

Since ECD" (F) 

f < [i, T#],>=fK < iay,T#],S +>+f < [Kor T]4,ck> 

and we then get an estimate 

I 2Re < [T#]5bT SI> l _fSQ ( , n bV ) ?e13 ( VTs, v sb) ? 0 (, Vr) . 
W E 

Thus any such terms involving the torsion can be absorbed in the right hand 
side of (7. 41) and we find an estimate 

) + (0b<029b) ? f e#(S,Sb)f L#(p,p) 
w a~~w 

(7.49) 
a I 

12 + .f{Trace?( ,0 )-Trace 0T(r,S)} 

where a > 0 is a large constant not depending on the bundle F. Consequently, 
in order to prove (7. 8) and with it Theorem VI, it will suffice to show that, 
with an appropriate choice of metrics in E and L, we may have 

(7. 50) Trace (0)(S, b ) Trace? (,)r(rb(, S) _0 

for all S. Now Trace (0 (H) (S, -Trace 0r (,, 4) =- 

(7. 51) 7 E ? 0ff1lZP &) Op i cP. 

On the other hand, for any function lv on W, we may imodify the metric in 
L by a factor e-1P and this adds to the curvature a term which is essentially 
aaq. From (7. 51), in order to have (7. 50) satisfied we must choose ai 

1 
with II -<<0, Or A 00> > 0. It is easy to check that any function 

q which is equal to r in a small open neighborhood of OW C TV' will do. 
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(We are doing nothing more here than using the principle that for any open 
complex manifold W C W' of dimension n > 1, we may choose a function r 
such that r < 0 defines W C W' and such that Jl*/ has a positive normal part. 
This is closely related to the fact that, for any bundle F -> W, Hn(W, a (F)) 

O .) 

VIII. Properties of Tubular Neighborhoods and the Proof of Theorem 
III. The main result of this section is: 

THEOREM VII. Let X C W be a germ of embedding whose normal 
bundle N has signature (s, t) (s + t n = dim X). Suppose furthermore 
that X is a hyperpsurface and set L [X] so that f2 (L*) -$ , the ideal 
sheaf of X. Then there exists an embedding W C W', Hermitian metrics 
on W' and in L-> W', and a function r on W' with W= {r < O} such that: 

(i) 00#(Q, p) is negative definite for E C A? (L) and L#(p, p) is negative 
definite for pECDq(L*), 0-q<s; 

(ii) 0(4, 0) is positive definite for EC Aq(L*) and L((p,i) is positive 
definite on D7(L*), n-t < q ? n + 1. 

Proof of Theorem III. By Theorem VII we see that (7. 10) and (7. 11) 
are satisfied and so, by Theorem 7. 1, we have 

(8.1) Hq(W,Q(E0L*)) 0 for lo (E), 
0? q <s,n-t < q?n+1. 

Because of Proposition 5. 1, (8. 1) gives Theorem III. 

1. Metrics in line bundles. We retain the notation and assumptions 
of Theorem VII. 

PROPOSITION 8. 1. For W D X stfficiently small, there exists in L -e WV 
an Hermitian metric whose curvatur-e has signature (t, s + 1). 

Proof. Relative to a suitable coordinate covering { U4 of W, X n U. 
is given by a local equation f- 0. The transition functions of L* are 
g=j f1/fq and a metric in L* is given by a family of positive functions X 

in UL which satisfy /'p | gij |2 in U3 n uj. We may choose 1, such that 
ql I X is the metric 4 in N*- L* f X whose curvature has signature (t, s). 
Thus t I Uj = q)i + pTr where p is the distance from X. 

We fix x0 C X n Ui and change holomorphic coordinates in Ui so that 
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(dW) (xo) ===0. Since (dXi) (x0) = (di + rdp) (x0), and since dqi is tangent 
to X whereas dp is normal, it follows that (dot) (xo) 0 ari(xo). At x0, 

dafri + (9p A @r -9p /\A Or). Since X C W is a complex submanifold, 
Op and ap are both zero on Txb (X). Thus Oki I T47b(X) - /@+ I Tb(X) and 
this implies that, for W sufficiently small, the curvature form for X' has 
signature at least (t, s). 

Now we observe that, for any m ? 0, a new metric in L* is given by 
functions VI,(M) = ,+- M f f| 2. Furthermore, p/q(m) I X nl Ui == and, at 
x0 chosen as above, jOj (in) @ - mdfi A dfi. We claim that, for m 
sufficiently large, aai will have signature (t, s + 1). 

To prove this, we choose holomorphic coordinates z1, *.. zn; w for W 
around x0 such that: (i) f- w and z1,', z* are coordinates along X; 
(ii) dgi,(xo) =0; and (iii) 

aap,(xo) = eadza' A dza + c cpdzP A dzp 

where c& > 0, Cp > 0. Let S C T,eo(W) be spanned by 'aZs'aW 

Then g E S is an (s + 1) -triple g= (X1< * ,A; $) and 

<a@Xqn) g A> -:-z a |Aog12 Mn I 12 + E (PaAae + aAa <a Cm, A e>~ a Iaf-f$f~(X~X$ 
a a 

for some s-tuple p= (pi, ps). Now, for e > 0, 

!(paAa6?+paAa$) I ?2EtAaceI2+I I PC12 112 

and so 

_ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~2 
<(aaq(m), A g> (ca 2e)1Aa 12 + (_ M+ e 

I 
12 

If we first choose 2E < min cay and then n > Y , it follows that 
1-<a:5 2? 

0aq (mn) (xo) has signature (t,s + 1). The Proposition follows by com- 
pactness. 

COROLLARY. If X C W is a hypersurface with positive normal bundle, 
then [X] -* W is positive for W sufficiently small. 

2. Continuous systems and the pseudo-characteristics of tubular 
neighborhoods. Let X C W be an embedding and suppose that dim X =n, 
dim W = n + r. If the normal bundle N -- X of X in W is sufficiently positive 
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(? II. 3), then the maximal continuous system {Xt: t E :} of X in W 
(? III.2) fills out W and it is geometrically reasonable to expect that, by 
interpreting some of the Xt as pseudo-characteristics of a suitable tubular 
neighborhood T of X C W, the E. E. Levi form on AT will have signature 
(r -1, n). This section will be devoted to makiug this precise; in ? VIII. 3 
below we shall give an analytical proof of a more general fact. 

(a) Suppose that W C W' is a finite open complex manifold defined 
by {4 < O} where p is a smooth real function on W' and where dcpI 0 in a 
neighborhood of OW. Let m =- dim W and assume that Ap has everywhere 
m - s positive eigenvalues in a neighborhood of OW. Denote by T+ C T (W) 
the bundle of positive eigenspaces for ago. 

LEMMA 8.1. Suppose that, at woE OW, T+a0 C Tw0(aW). Then there 
exists (locally) holomorphic functions V/, . ,- 4/ such that, in 

s ={+=1 - * * =-o}, Tw,o (S) C TWO(OW), s n ow {w}, 

and S and OW have first order contact at wo. 

Proof. Choose holomorphic coordinates zl, * zm centered at wo and 
such that 

80o(wo) = dz' A di? + yjdzi A dVi (Yjf 0). 
1<sCm-8 m-s<j?m 

Since T+Wo C TWO(OW), we have 

+(Z) 'Y ajzJ + 2 ajzi + 2,8jjz$zj + Y.,8qziz 
m-s<j?m m-n<j1qm 

+ Y ziV + y yjzjV + [3] 
1:_5i-s-- in-3<j-<m 

where 3j5 = pj and [3] means terms of order at least three. Also, we may 
assume that am V- 0. Now set 

,vi = Zm-s+a 1 ?< a < s, Is =Zm+ Z. +- jzz. 
axm 1?<i,j<m-S 

Then Ep I S zii+ [3] and so p(z) >0 for zES -{wo}. Further- 
1lid<m-s 

more, Two(S) = T+wo C Two (W) and it is clear that OW and S have only 
first order contact at wo. 

(b) We call S a local (mr-s)-dimensional pseudo-characteristic for 
W at wo. 
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LEMMA 8.2. Suppose that, at each wO E OW, there is a local (m-s)- 
dimensional pseudo-characteristic. Then the Levi form on OW has m - s 
positive eigenvalues. 

Proof. Let S, 0 * * = O} be a local pseudo-characteristic 

at wO. We may choose local coordinates zl, * z, so that fr z' (1 ? a ? s). 

Then Two (S) is spanned by the vectors Se= E $P A@. Since Two (S) 

C Tweo (OW)n 

p(z) = z (yTz'+?yaz') +A Y(bjjzzji+bijzizj+ Ecqlzij +[3] 
1<(YCx i,j $i,j 

(bij bj,., c, - cj--). 
Thus 

I S E (bpgzPzo + bpgzPzo) + E cp -zPF + [3] 
8+1'p,cr?m a+1op,as?ns 

By a linear change of coordinates, we may assume Cp-& 8,PXp. Since 

s n Ow = {wO}, ( has the origin as a local maximum and so Ap ? 0. Suppose 
say that Xm O and let A be the complex line { (O, *,O,A)}. Then A C S 
and p 1 A b2?+ bA2 + [3]. We may choose A0 so that bx02+bx02 

M21e bAO2 0, and then, on the real line AO = { (O, * , 0, tAo) } (t E R), 
AO A A [3]. Thus S and OW osculate to second order along AO which is 

contrary to assumption and so all Xp > 0 (p = 
s + 1, , in). Q. E. D. 

(c) Let E- >X be a holomorphic vector bundle with fibre Cs and 
assume that dimX n. 

LEMMA 8. 3. Assume that E is weakly positive and let W C E be the 
unit tubular neighborhood. Then W satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8. 1 
and therefore admits local pseudo-characteristics of dimension m7. 

The proof of this Lemma follows from ? VI. 5, example (v), (6. 43), 
and (6.44). 

(d) Assume that E -- X is sufficiently positive. Then, given w E O-W 
(W ==unit tubular neighborhood), there exists a neighborhood U of w0 in E 
and o"E HO (X, U (E)) such that u (X) n u is a local pseudo-characteristic 
for W at wo. 

Proof. We require that E be positive enough that H1(X, m$3 * 0(E)) - O 
(x E X) where m, is the ideal sheaf of {x} C X. This implies that 
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P$ 
(8.2) H?(X,Q(E)) > l(E),/ma3. * (E)a,-0 (x E X). 

Referring to the proof of Lemma 8. 1 as applied to the case at hand, we see 
that S is defined by an E7r(w0)-valued quadratic polynomial in the local coordi- 
nates centered at 7r(wO); i. e. S is defined by an element q E 0(E)_,/m1,3 * (E)w. 
By (8. 2), there exists cr CE H (X, Q&(E) ) with p,a,(r) ==/. Q. E. D. 

Definition. We let Xa =v (X) and call X, a global pseudo characteristic 
for W at wo. 

(e) PROPOSITION 8.2. Let X C W be an embedding with sufficiently 
positive normal bundle N->X. Then there exists a neighborhood T of X 
in W such that the E. E. Levi form has on OT signature (r 1, n). 

Proof. We assume that N -> X is positive enough so that every point 
zO C Z (= unit neighborhood of X C N) admits a global pseudo-characteristic 
X, (u C HO (X., a (N) ). Let E C HO (Xj a (N) ) be the set {v C HO (X, 2 (N) ): 
X, is a pseudo-characteristic at some zO C OZ}. Then denote by Ta C W 
the set which is enveloped by the varieties {X,}0a(z), (By this, we mean 
that we consider the mappings F: X X --N, G: X X- W and set 
Ta G(F-1 (Z6) ).) Then T6 is a neighborhood of X in W and an easy 
approximation argument (cf. ? VIII. 3 below) shows that the varieties X, 
(a C (03) ) will, for 8 small enough, give a set of global pseudo-characteristics 
for Ta. 

3. Another proof of the concavity, convexity of tubular neighbor- 
hoods. We follow the notations of ? VIII. 1 above. Let a C HO (W, f2 (L)) 
be the canonical section given by a J U=-f, and, for T C R+, we set 0i = TU. 

Then X C W is given by {wC W: v(w) ==0}. Assume that we are given a 
metric y in N -> X whose curvature has signature (s, t) (s + t = n = dim X). 
Then y defines in N a real non-negative function 4 such that 50b has signa- 
ture (s, t + 1) on N -* X (cf. ? VI. 5, example (v)). By a partition of unity, 
we extend p to a metric function / defined on L D N (cf. ? VIII. 1) and we 
define pi on W by pi -=,vo ui. 

PROPOSITION 8. 3. There exists constants T, c1, c2 such that: (i) 
0 < c1 < c2 and the locus {w C W: ci(w) < c} defines an open submanifold 
WI C W; and (ii) if W"={w: pi-(w) < c1}, then on W'- W", ao,i has 
signature (t + 1, s). 
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Proof. We choose a covering of L by neighborhoods Vi if' (Us) 
(ir: L -->W being the projection). If (z*,wi) (zi= (z*l, * ,zgi) and 
xnUi = {wi = 0}) are coordinates in Ui then in V* we have coordinates 
(z*, wt., $) with $*= (w*/w1) e in vI n v;. On VI we write 

+(zi, wi, ei) + (Zi, ai) + p (zi, ivu) -1(zi, Wi, ei) 

where p is a non-negative function on W which defines the distance to X. 
Since it comes from a metric, it is locally divisible by I a 12 and we have 

at'(z%, w, a) = (4i(zs) + p (Zz, wi)v1(zi, w)) j I a2. 

Now crr(W) n vI is given by ei- Tw =0 and thus 

O,r I U* {'pi(Zi) + p(Zi, WJ) v4(Zj Wj) }T2 | W, 12. 

Then 

a@0 (JOpk) T2 1 W 12 _T2ki dwi A dwv 
+ T2 | WI J'2 {8 + q iOp + @r A OX-Or A 0V}. 

Since p, Op, @p, adp are all zero along X, we may find a constant c > 0 such 
that, if WT - {w: +, (w) < c}, then there is at every point w E WG an n- 
dimensional subspace Sv C T,, (W) on which 

(OOX+ {f%Ovip + -7iO5P + Op A - - Op A *i}) 

will have signature (s, t). Furthermore, by taking if necessary a smaller c, 

@ will be normal to S, Then the same argument as in ? VIII. 1 shows 

that we may find a large r >> 0 and c' < c such that &hPT has in WG - WC0 the 
signature (s, t + 1). Q. E. D. 

COROLLARY (Grauert [6]). If N -X is negative, then there exists a 
strongly pseudo-convex neighborhood of X in W. 

4. Proof of Theorem VII. We first choose a metric in L* 
7 

T 
whose curvature has signature (t, s + 1) according to Proposition 8. 1. By 
Proposition 6. 4 we may choose ilermitian metrics on W' D W such that 
E)#(q, ) is negative definite for X E Aq(L*), 0 ? q < s and ? 

q(.q,.) is positive 
definite for q Aq(L ), n+ I t < q n+ I. 

Now let W :D X be chosen sufficiently small and let pkT be as in ? VIII. 3. 
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Then, by the explicit construction, we see that for all w C W - X there exists 
an n-dimensional subspace Sw, C T (W) on which e and O00fr each have 
signature (t, s). Furthermore we may choose subspaces Su,+, SW- such that 
SW+ + S -=Sw and such that E, 8b7 are on S+ positive definite and are 
negative definite on S-. Finally, for W still sufficiently small, Sw will be 
close to Tw (8W). It then follows that, with the chosen Hermitian metrics, 
LO(,7, ) will be negative definite for X C D7(L*), 0 ? q < s and L('qyq) will 
be positive definite for - E Di (L*), n - t < q (we use here the boundary 
conditions as expressed by (7. 20)). Finally, without effecting any of our 
choices, we may multiply the metric in L* by e0Tr (A>> 0) so that the new 
metric curvature will have signature (t + 1, s) and ? (-q, -q) will be positive 
definite for - C Aq(L*), n- t < q. This proves Theorem VII. 
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